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THE NEWS FIRST"

TRAIN ARRIVALS
No. i 7. 4 5 P- - m
No 4 5. 50 p. m.
No. 710.45 P- m.
No. 8 6.44 p. m.
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GET

.FROM THE RESCUERS

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION

TO STOP SPREAD

Fled to Home of Friend Jn
San Franclsco-CookeSa- ys
1 g He Loves Consort and
Illegitimate Child.

STEAM PIPE

trrr

OF DISEASE

1

WATER PJPE
U6C0 TO &ZH0

MONEY

LIVES OF HELPLESS MINERS

zmt

- Hit!

Anywhere From Ten to Twenty Men Killed and Wounded-Happen- ed
at Noon Hour While Most of Miners Were at
Dinner, Thus Preventing Greater Mortality-Sho- ck
of the
Explosion Felt for Miles in Vicinity-Sha- fts
and Tunnels
Filled with Deadly Gases Delayed Work of Rescue.
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HOME

Former Divine Has; Been Working
at Menlal'Tasks to Keep Wolf
,

Get Divorce
From Door-W- ill
From His Wife and Marry
His Paramour.
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RESCUERS TRYING

IllN
III

hand-to-mou- th

LIVES
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Heal Wife BcIIoyca Him Insane.
New Haven, Conn., Dec. 31. The
real wife of Rev. Cooke, whom he
deserted for the pretty girl of sev
enteen, denies his statement that
there was any unhappiness In their
married life. She declared that they
lived happily together and worked
together for the .best Interests of the
church until Miss Whaley came into
their life. She says Cooke began
paying the girl attentions In a clandestine manner and she begged him
to desist without avail.
She said she thought that Cooke
became demented over the girl and
was not responsible for his actions.
With all the " disgrace he has
brought upon her, she still appears
to be' loyal to the man.'

HARD

10 PENETRATE WORKINGS WHERE

THEWAdHMGTOU

81.
San Francisco, Cal., Dec.
COMPARED WITH SHATT
Ilev. J. 'Knode Cooke, the mlnlMer
MHBttATtW.
who disappeared yesterday from frig
ltl WHICH MEti AHE .
residence nere wnen nis identity
known as the man who 'left
MZulJOTlDLP
a
8URIED
church, wife and home to elope
with pretty .Miss Floretta Whaley,
was found again last night stopping
with the girl and their child, at the
l.UiVtf' TELEPffOHE
home of a friend.
Is'ewspaper reporters found Cooke
and when he learned that he had
no chance to escape from them he
talked quite freely of himself. He
said he had made a
living ever since he eloped and had
been employed at the moat menial
tanks In order to keep the wolf from
the door.
hays Ho Ixnes Girl.
He said he loved the girl with GIBOUS SIIMi XEVAD.V, A YD fI (iKAMS snOWlXO lLlGHT OP
THIIEK M IN KKS.
whom he eloped and was willing to
work for her, no matter how hard
might
be.
the work
"I will go with the girl and our
child to the east," said Cooke, "Just SUPPOSED
VICTIM
IN ENTOMBED MINERS MAY
as soon aa matters can be arranged
and 1 can get enough money to car
ry us there. I will marry Miss
Whaley just as soon as I can do
BE BLIND WHEN
MURDER MYSTERY
so."
Fund from Girl's Grandmother.
It is understood that the grand
mother of the girl, with whom she
RESCUED
will
Jived before
the elopement,
,aenrt Cooke, fund w'J,h whW'Jv to r
east. In fact. It is understood be
" I ... .
has been In communication with the
.
girl's guardian for some time with
Thought to It Will Be Many Days Yet
end in view: He will probahly Agnes , Young.
that
secure a divorce from the wife he
Have Been Slain and Left
deserted.
Before They Can be

t

In Pond Is Not Dead.

Reached.

KNOWS WOMAN WHO

IDENTIFIED REMAINS

WILL BE SIX WEEKS
IN TOTAL DARKNESS

.

M

Cause of Explosion Not Fully

Ed-mo-

ot

six-in-
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GHASTLY

PILE

Company-Sev- en

A terrible oxpkfeion of cither fire
damp or jdunt occurred during the
noon Iiour in the bis; Bernal coal
mine of the Cartiuiee Fuel company
at I lie ilule mining' town of Cartii-agN. M., western Socorro county,
In which anywlMvo from ten to twenty miners were killed, wounded or
burled tn the mine. .
Deadly gases In the tunnels. It la
tnid, are preventing
the reenters
from advaiiciiuz- - far Into the workings.
At 3 o'clock a telephone meag
to TUo CltLsen from' Socorro, Mated
that the reacoer had removed right
bodies of minora aie?' that nix wounded ..Juiocrs bud been bsuufrht from
Urn , mine probably none of whotii
v
U live.
A si tort time later, a special to
The Citizen from San Antonio, a
town about twelve miles from Carthage, stated tliat gcven bodies and
three Injured miners had been removed from the mine. TIte special
said It was believed titat the explosion resulted from du&t In the tun-nee,

K

W. L. Weber, the mine superinworked strenuously
for the
tendent, headed a heroic little rescu- Injured and those caring
from
ing party and with his men risked hysteria. Ho soon hadsuffering
all as comhi life in an effort to penetrate the fortable as it was possible
to make
workings to the succor of any men them.
who might be Imprisoned there.
He was ably assisted by a numMine Full of Gas.
ber of brave hearted women In the
The mine Is said to still contain camp
made bandages and took
dangerous gases so that the work of up thewho
of nursing as soon as
rescue is difficult and very danger- he had work
dressed the wounds of the
i
ous.
Injured.
The wildest excitement prevailed
Despite' tHe prompt
asIn the mining camp while the rescu- sistance, it is feared thatmedical
a number
ers were at work and the greatest Of U) lljursil will die.
heroism was displayed, not only by - Iu
work of rescuing those still
those who went below but by the in theIhe
mine snd caring for those inwomen and children and men who jured, no
attempt has
made to
waited above for news of the miss ascertain the damage t&been
the mine.
ing miners.
.
is
probably
considerable and
Jt no
Dr. Bacon, the company-- physician, j will
doubt entail a ssvere loss.
,
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HEBREWS PERSECUTED
"Til

AW

Say
Ir.AreIlirsfti
1 ar From
Chicago,

III.,

IS ALLEGED

Dec.

31.

Declaring

Excelsior Springs, Mo., Dec.
John Mitchell, president of the

d

31.
Unit-

ing baths and drinking the mineral
waters of the springs. He Is ill and
tn need of a rest.

FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
Jlut Could Not

t ush Money Orders and Cliecks
Found.

Will be Tried

for Munlcr,

ed Mine Workers, has arrived hers
and will remain for three weeks tak-

Hlier Touches

Grand Junction,
fherlff Fltzpatrlck

Colo.,

Doc.

31.

left here this
morning for Tellurlde having in
custody, Steve Adams charged with
the murder of Arthur Collins, a
mine superintendent.
They arrived from Idaho yesterday and attended a theater hers
last night. Adams refused to talk
about his case while bare.

Sixty People Died Out of One
Hundred and Thirty-- ! Who Con-

tracted ihe Malady-Stri- ctest Quarantine Enforced

1

'

Ban Francisco, Cal., Dec. 31. With
only seven cases of plague reported
during th month Just ending and
but three cases remaining
under
teratment, the Bubonle plague In thla
city, which was Imported
through
carelessness by persons from the
Philippine Islands, has almost been
eradicated.
The work of eradicating the disease has been In the hands of the
Marine hospital corps which has conducted a vigorous sanitary campaign,
assisted by the local sanitary board
and police authorities.
The campaign cost over 3200,000.
Killed Over 130,000 RatH.
(Early In the campaign
it was
found that rats did mora to carry
plague germs than any other animals and as a result a campaign was
waged against the rodents In which
the records sho-over 130,000 rats
were killed with traps and deadly
poisons.
Sixty Deaths in Few Month.
Out of a total number of 136 plague cases reported, there were sixty
deaths.
The authorities say that
they do not look for any new cases
to develop during the new year.
Those suffering from the terrible
disease were strictly quarantined ina
special hospitals provided for th'jn
and inurir.9 guards, prevented any one '
visiting them.
.,
.
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DEAD
TO LIFE

Slayer F.xocnted tn Virginia Did Not
Stay Kxecutexl Officers liooklng
For Him But Friends Protect
His Hiding Place.

'Bristol, Va., Dec. 31. A report received in Bristol today from Green-dal- e
is to the effect that there la
good authority for the statement that
Noah Fulton, who was hanged at
Abingdon or. December 13 for the
murder of John Johnson, Is still alive
and will recover..
Although he was pronounced dead
It is stated that Fulton's neck was
. GOULD STILL
not broken by the fall. When life
was supposed to be extinct the body
turned over to relatives who
TELLS OF DETECTIVES was
hurriedly left Abingdon for their
home, near Greendale.
The man has since been carefully
tlndt.t Story of Cnfaithfulnem. Itut nursed: and Is now, according to tha
report. In a fair way to recovery. The
Nay Howard
ulil Kmployotl
matter Is being investigated by the
Spotters to Follow Iler.
authorities.
New York. Dec. 31. Attorneys for
Mrs.
Katharine
Clemmons Gould
have filed an amended bill of com- COMPLIMENTS FOR
plaint In the suit for separation from
her husband. Howard Gould. The allegations of unfaithfulness have been
GOVERNOR CURRY
omitted, being hold unnecessary by
the court, but the allegations that
Gould hired detectives to follow his
wife and defame her,' are repeated, Philippine ItcKldcnt Say ' F.xecutiTe.
the court having allowed them to reWas Most Popular Official in Is.
main over the protests of Gould's atlands Among All CIumhoi and
torneys. Gould denies the allegaWon W here OtltcrM
tions.
Failed.
MiOTIII AT ItltAZlLIAN TOUTS.
iSanta Fe, N. M., Dec. 81. (K..
Delayed for Five Days Becnum of rial) Quite a compliment
was paid
MaclrfrMTy
(iovernor Curry yesterday
AU Well
llrokcn
morning
by Judge Howard D.
Aboard.
Terrell, an
attorney
eminent
from
Manilla, who
Para, Brazil, Dec. 31. The tor- Is
In Santa Fe in the
hopes
pedo boat flotilla which is preceding thatnow
prove
the
will
climate
beneficial
the American battleship fleet to the to his health. He said:
I 'art tie. arrived here today. The boats
Curry has been one of
left the Tort of paln December 35. the"Governor
marked factors in giving to the
They are now five days behind Filipinos
their present advanced contheir schedule because of broken maI think that without excepchinery. Two torpedo boats suffered dition.
tion he Is the most popular Ameriaccidents to their machinery and the can who has ever been in the Philipother boats were forced to stand by pines.
When I say that I mean
for them for several days while tem- among all
nations and classes." Ho
porary repairs were made at sea.
ther. spoke
the success GovThe officers report all well on ernor Curry about
had In the reconstrucboard the flotilla.
tion work of three provinces there
over which Mr. Curry acted as provincial governor. He said:
IN
"Governor Curry succeeded
FIRE
NEW
$50,000
in
pacifying thesa province when alt
of his predecessors had failed. Inboth military and civil govSAN FRANCISCO cluding
ernors. He did this mainly by acquiring the confidence of the native
people and making them believe that
the American government there In
Itlnan WIm
Out Whole. Block of the
as for the purpose
Islands
Teniorry structure. Causing
benefiting and giving them prosper-of
luuorinous Ixms.
ity."
San Francisco, Dec. 81. Fire this
morning wiped out half a block of
temporary
structures on Drumm, MINERS' STRIKE AT
Washington and Oregon streets, and
threatened the destruction of the entire wholesale, nroduca an.i ramml.
BISBEE CALLED OFF
slon district.
The loss is estimated

Waco, Texas,
Dec.
31. Another
large batch of mall has been found
wist of here near where the first
batch was left by the pouch looters
Christmas night.
It is estimated that the checks,
money orders, etc. .left in the gulch,
boss.
where the pouches were opened, will
ANGELiO LIGORNO, an Italian aggregate fifty thousand dollars. Two
miner,
or three thmiManri tettra war n rha
C T. MASThJllsuN. an American stolen pouches
miner.
Itrliifring Out the Dead.
Five other bodies had not been
identified. Their remains were horribly mangled and burned and It may
be impossible to ever Identify with
SHOT BY POLITICIAN
any certainty, in some instances the
limbs were separated
from the
trunks.
Among the most dangerously In- i:ecuUvo of Ho Ilo Wounded But
jured are the following;
Not Seriously.
Harnedino Vavaretta.
Itenito Cuchildessa.
Manila. Dec. 31. Governor Lopes
Max Walker.
of lio Ilo has been shot and seriously
Mat Brooks.
by a disappointed politiwounded
George Jockovlch.
cian. The wound Is not thought fatal.
Women and Children Cry.
The scene following the explosion
THAIV UVJf
was one of terrible confusion and KHKIGHTAWAY
DOWN MOUNTAIN
grief. The miners at dinner rushat $60,000.
ed to the mouth of the mln and the forty Iioatuid Cars Ditclied
ami Kerwives and children of men In the
DIVIXK KND.S KAHTHI.Y WOUK
en lirnkenieii Injured A Wild
mines crowded about weeping hysDown
lUdo
Hill.
terically or calling pitifully fif their
lxlunnl tj. Andrews of New
loved ones.
ork ln-aat Ago of 8a Years
Helena. Mont., Dec. 31. An east
Wiik-lft Is not known at 4 o'clock this
knmvn Clergyman.
the Northern
New York, Dee. 30. Bishop Edafternoon. Just how many men are bound freight train ofaway
on
the ward G. Andrews of the Methodist
lill iu the mine but 1 conservative i'dcitio railroad ran
slope of the mountains
Just KpiKi-opachurch, died this mornlnir
estimate pieces the number at not :abt
t
of here last nipht and.
forty :it the age of 83 years. H was nna
over ten. The rescuers say they do
were
cars
loaded
ditched. Several of the most widely known clergymen
not believe any of those still In the
brukemen were injured,
lit the United States.
mine can be alive.
1 1

d
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ONE YEAR

SHERIFF SAW SHOW

Adam

Springs.

INHii-li- e

K0O,000 H

HE CAME

Kx-n-

lUbled Mall

CAMPAIGN COST OVER

HANGEDlTIL

That Their IJves Officer aikl ITinoner Attend Ttieatcr
Pleasant Ami lie
Knroute to THIurlde Where

raURl

owned and operated by the Carthage
Fuel company at Carthage, N. M. 12
miles from here .killing seven miners, dangerously Injuring five others
and leaving seven or eight still in
the mine who have not been heard
from.
The explosion occurred during the
noon hour.
It was owing to this fact that the
accident was not mors far reaching
In its results. The greater part of a
force of lifty men had left the mine
only a few minutes before the ex
plosion occurred to eat their noon
day meal. Had they been In the
mine, It is asserted, none could have
escaped.
The force of the explosion was ter
rific.
It blew two men a distance
of five hundred yards, carrying them
from where they stood clear to the
tipple of the mine.
The ground was shaken for miles
In the vicinity and window glass was
broken all over the mining camp.
At 4 o'clock it was stated that the
following had been identin d among
the dead:
C. Li. WILiCOX, an American mine

!

STEVE ADAMS AND

Severely Arraigns Our Modern
Civilization In Speech.

n,

Hi-ar-

IN

Known-Catastr- ophe

.

dust-lade-

SEEN

Occurred In Bernal Mine of Carthage
Men Known to be In Tunnels but All Are Believed to be Dead-Offi- cials
Unable to Say How Many Are Missing-M- ay
be Several Days BeforeAU
Details of the Disaster Are Known.

Coal

Fight Against Deadly Bubonic
Plague in San Francisco
Nearlng an End-On- ly
Seven New Cases.

by Marines.

Cl

BODIES Of COMPANIONS

;

that the persecution of ths Jews In
At San Antonio U waa stated that the United .States made their existence far from comfortable and often
Ely, Nev.. Dec. 31. What will day Hcven men were still hi the mine, 'burdensome. Dr. Emll G. Illrsch In
light look like to men who have been entombed In Uio lower working or the strongest terms at his command,
last night arraigned the "boasted
imprisoned for a month and a half dead.
civilizations of today" for Its treatIn mine darkness so Impenetrable,
Parties of rescuers are relaying ment
so dense, so blanket-lik- e
of his race.
that it
"Here is an ethical problem for
seemed one could almost reach out each otlier In an effort to rea4t Uue
still in the mine.
the members of ethical societies to
and seize It?
.Will they be totally blind?
Will
It Is said the exploxion aliook Uie answer," said Dr. Hlrsch.
their hair be white and their nerves ear til for miles In the vicinity.
shattered?
MITCHELL TAKES
What will the fresh, "invigorating
"Wind Spat" Canard KxkMioii.
ozone of the mountains'fee! like to
lungs that have been weakened and
At 4:30 o'clock this afternoon the
clogged by sucking in so long the following special was received by
WATER
stifling, befouled air of Tho Citizen from Its correspondent at
a shut-I- n
cavern 1.000 feet beneath Ban Antonio:
the surface of the earth?
31.
Kan Antonio, N. M., Dec.
'And what will be the reactionary
(Kccial) "A Windy Spot" caused a Hut It's 1W Ilia Health Will
effect of the absorption of so much dust
In the Bernal mine,
explosion
Three Wetvta at KxocUior
n
poison from the noxious,

New York, Dec. SI. It is reported
again that Agnes Young, the girl
whose body was supposed to have
been found in a pond near Harrison,
N. J., In alive and well and employed by a real estate Arm In this city.
In an Interview today Mrs.. Young
said she knew Mrs. Hull who identified the body found in the pond as
Mrs. Young and she said she could
not understand why Mr. Hull jjhould
make nuch a statement to th police.
'
FRENCH MINISTER
Mrs. Hull CIuiiikcs Story.
Newark. N. J Dec. 31. When
that iMrs. Young had been found
DROPPED DEAD told
Mrs. Hull declared th murdered woman was her half sister, Minnie
Jeanette Gaston of Bervilla, Tenn.,
fume-ladeWas Attending Session of Senate formerly
a member of the "Texas atmosphere?
t
it be typhoid
WtH'i) Ilia
Stopped
company. She said Miss Gas- fever. Jaundice, Will
Steer"
or what racking disWork.
ton met Charles Meyers Christmas ease t
and went with him to Harrison.
questions that stand
are
These
the
Paris, Dec. 31. Jean Francois
out first when you consider the plight
Guiot Dessaigne, the venerable
of three men entombed In the most
French minister, dropped dead sud- PEITIBONE CRITICALLY
remarkable mine disaster of a gen.
.
denly this morning while attending a
eration.
These men, R. A. Bailey,
session of the senate. Heart failure.
Pete McDonald and Fred Brown,
Dessalgne, who was 74 years old.
ILL AND ON TRIAL were Imprisoned by a cave-i- n Dec. 1.
was in an enfeebled condition and
They were caught on the 1,000-fowas Worn out with parliamentary ladrift of the Alpha shaft of the Glr
bors which have been unusually
gold, mine here with hundreds of
heavy. Parliament has been working Kimliuig CmhO to GoiK'luhiou on Tluit ous
feet of almost solid debris above
under high pressure sitting night and
them.
Account Proltably WHI tlowj
dafr In nn effort to finish the budget
They are still there. There Is little
Thursday Without Argument.
before New Year's day. The aged
prospect that they will ba rescued
minister had scarcely slept In a week
before January 16th.
and although his friends had asked
Within a few minutes after the
llolae, Idaho, Dec. 31. The de- accident
him to take more rest, he had been
communicated with
case the upper Bailey
so occupied with affairs of state that fense rested In the Petifbone
leved by telephone, giving
he said he could not And sufficient this morning and offered to submit instructions
saved
that probably
the case without argument.
time.
'i nen the
meir lives.
wire was
IiiHtructioiis IVewdy for Thursday.
'Parliament will now probably adby another cave.
Senator Borah stated that the broken
journ until after the funeral services.
It was three days before commuquestion could not be settled until nication
'Was reopened by means of
the instructions of the court to the a
water pipe.
Jury were examined.
ARE THESE BOTTLES
the horror of that desperJudge Wood said he had the In- ateImagine
Imagine
you can the
wait.
structions ready for Thursday's ses- terilble apprehension if whloh
has ension.
shrouded them ever since, knowing
EJjJINGER ALE The court adjourned.
as
they
any
do
moment may
that at
If the Judge holds it necessary for
another slipping of the drift
the state to produce testimony in- come
that may crush nut their lives In a
Bottle HloMvr All Rimy ami Never dependent of Orchard's confession to twinkling.
This Is the menace both
Hurt w Many Orders Iteforo
conect Pettlboue with the Stuuuen-ber- g prisoners and
rescuers fear most.
Can't Get HiiourIi Help.
killing, there will be no arguprogress yet on the filled
The
best
ments.
ir mine shaft lying between their
Mlllville. N. 7! Dec. 81. Three
place of refuge and the feverishly
thousand bottle blowers who have
working rescue party has been only
been I. lie for ten days as a result of
25 feet a day. Over 400 feet of debris
a shutdown, returned to work today WASHINGTON DISAPPROVES
In a body and still there Is
remains.
not
enough of them her to supply the
Food is let down to the men dally
demand for help. The companies
DUMMY ENTRY SYSTEM through the slxinch water pipe. A
were never so rushed for orders and
chain of metal tubes in two-folengths, conectsl by wire coupling.
say It Is impossible to get enough
Is used for th!
help to handle their business. These
Food and water fill
plants manufacture all kinds of bot- Preniilotit and Attorney General De-cu- the tubes. The telephone U repaired
snd they talk to friends und relaU Fight Against Itx'isHa Of
tles.
tives.
ttdontdo Judge Who Said Tliero
The men display wonderfully good
Wan No
Against a
spirits; they Joke with their friends
e
ITior Agreement to
NORTHERN PINE TAKES
and Jibe the rescuers for their slowa Homestead.
ness, and Mrs. Galley tnlks hours
day with her husband.
each
A DOLLAR SLUMP
Washington, n. C Tlan
A
u
Yet the terrible nervous strain
cabinet meeting today a decision was munt tell; the horrible uncertainty,
reached by the president and the at- that dfj and night fear, ever presPrice of I.iiiuImt licdiicdl from One torney general that the government ent, that something may happen at
win uie every means in its power to the lat moment.
to Three. IH.IInr a Thousand
bring about in the higher courts a
In North.
Of th
disHDItrOVal
dr'ininn r.nilarlKl
Colorado Jurist Dead.
Minneapolis, Dec. Si. The price in I'clorado bv Jud?n I.r U ihui ihara
Denver,
Dec.
I.
Charles
of northern pine lumber has been re- Is no law agulnat citizens agreeing in Thompson for twelve Jl.
years the
duced from one dollar to three dol- advance to purchase
public lands
Judge of the Colorado court
lars a thousand.
No cause is as- tnat may De acquired by ethers un-tof aipels, died today of asthma and
signed for the reduction.
the dummy entrymun nystem.
bronchitis.
'

L

Partlf cliody
Wednesday partlf

jKELL0VER130,000 RATS

OF DUST

FOUND

TO GO BACK

Osc. 31 .

NUM1JEH 314

IN CARTHAGE COAL MINE COSTS

WAITING FOR

.;

cloudy.

MINERS ARE STILL PAR

ENTOMBED GOLD
PREACHER AND HIS GIRL

Colo..

and warmer tonight.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO TUESDAY EVENING. DECfiMljJEirbl. 1907.

VOLUME 22.

AFFINITY

WEATHER FORECAST

BUbee, Arlx., Dec. 31
The local
branch of the Western Federation of
Miners has declared off the strike
which has existed for a number of
months in thLs district. The vote
was very cloi-e- ,
24 voting that It bd
called oft and 21 voting to continue
it.
The vole was preceded by "a
three-hou- r
discussion. It in uid that
the union will continue its existence
in UiKbce.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
train barely ml'

tween the two
There were
npace of two
ing a body of
front ton to
The paxsen
son was unable
turned to I'.uena V..
plow at Coma was g.
removed the snow.
SAI.K OF SANTA 111

FAVOR

FIGURES

tKNTHAL

STRONGLY
Dif-

the North
American Kevlew presents some Interesting statistics that make. a favO. McPherson In

orable showing for the railroads.
They follow:
ts
"The United State census, the
of the intenrtate commerce
comitilwlun and the records of the
year fcook of the department of agrifor
culture, are .placed aide by aide they
what
the purpose of telling Justgood
Amerireally mean. Taking the
can dollar as the unit of measure of
- value.
Its is found, among other
things, that the net returns to the
railroads of this country lor me
year 1905 ($616,341,657) were less
Mhan onethlrd the net returns to the
country' manufacturers, with neat-lthe same total capitalization, and
the net returns
less than
to the farmers of the nation.
"If It be claimed that the low net
return to the railroads is because of
Uieir Inflated capitalisation, the replyIs made that the preent total capltalliaiion. including all inflation, teaIs
only afcout 152,000 a mile, far
"than that cf the roads of any other
country, as shown by President Had-- :
ley of Tale, President Roosevelt and
other authoriiies. And to make their
profits the railroads have- to spend
elthemanufa3rore money than Truth-tellinfigg
cturers or farmers.
to get
again
here
that
show
ures
one dollar back In net returns It
costs manufacturers $6.62 of capital,
farmers $9.44 and railroads $22.40.
"All deductions show that while
la
the administration of the railroads of
that
far more economical orthan
'
agriculture,
either manufactures
the returns to capital are far less,
and this means that the prices for
'
railroads'
' the
rates are relatively lower than the
prices for the other products compared. Again, Interstate commerce
commission figures show the average
railway rate per ton per mile for
1905 to have been a decrease of 8.8
period
per cent over the ten-yebetween 1890 and 1899.
Thab piratical sieculators have
brought about an unreasoning pre- judice against the railroads the writ- y
er corfcedes, but lie urge the neces-mltfor fair play if the nation's general health and prosperity are to be
assured, and suggests the wisdom
and good sense of readjusting popu-limpressions to fit the facts that
the figures here quoted unmistakably
re-or-

one-four- th

product-transportati-

"

ar

or

demonstrate,"

.
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KNJOIXS SANTA FE FKOM
CONr'ISCATIXU COAL
Goggin
El Paso, Dec. 31. Judge Saturday
In the 41st district court
reissued a temporary Injunction
straining the AtcMson. Topfeka' A
company
from
Bantu Fe railroad
converting for Its own uses coal con- -'
signed to Darbyshire and Evans of
this city.
The firm of Darbyshlre and Evans
has filed suit for Injunction against
the A. T. & S. F. asking for an Injunction to restrain the company from
using coal shipped over Its lines to
the plaintiffs.
It is alleged in their petition that
the firm of Darbyshlre and Evans Is
engaged in business in El Paso, and
distributes throughout the territories,
Texas and Northern Mexico, a quantity of coal and fuel, oil, coke, etc.,
and that in the course of their busl-nea good amount of fuel is handled over the lines of the defendant
company.
The railroad, it Is claimed, has
beep In the practice of confiscating
the
for 4t own use coal consigned tocited,
plaintiffs. A special instance It
in which eleven cars of coal were
hipped from the Hastings mine to
1907.
plaintiffs on November 17th,
Over a month later, it is alleged,
plaintiffs were Informed by defendhad
ant company that this shipment purbeen confiscated for railroad
poses.
This, It Is contended, the railroad
lias no right to do. Therefore a temporary injunction is aaked, and It Is
prayed that on final hearing the injunction be made permanent.
sa

M

0

EVGINK WIUKn IN
SNOW MJ DR.
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 11. lAn engine on the South Park division of

the Colorado & Southern railroad
near Atlanta Friday and block-- d
the track until late yesterday afternoon, when it was dug out and

wtui caufeht 'between two heavy

traffic

was resumed.

A

M

yl

snow-alid-

IS Oi

It EST THING THAT EVER IIXPI'ENS IN
THIS OLD WOULD OK OCRS. IS THE HIKTH OF A
NEW IDEA. AND THE KHtTCNATK POSSESSOR OF A FINE
LARGE ONE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND MORE TO 1113
WOHId) THAN THE SANTA FK RAILROAD.

the count and Glndys spent much
time In driving. At all the fashionable stunts he was her devoted
slave.
Later they were much together In New York at the opera,
and her manner always reflected a
radiant happiness.
unceasing
devotion
The count's

IDEA-REARIN-

4h

7w,

es

iiasaetiKer
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SZECHRNYl'8 POULF UL. M KITTING EYES. THAT CAP- TIVATED GLADYS VANDERBIXT.
ment of the Intended marriage is was the bon mot of society; his
walstcoata the despair of other
claimed to be really the foreshad
Inpresslonable deowing of the ultimate breaking off swains. All the Gladys
with a pasbutantes envied
of the match.
matrons marJealousy.
The
sionate
Count Szechenyl, he or the souiiui veled at
the miracle of true love.
eyes and. extravagant waiaicoais, i
of the
Now comes the bursting
reported to be dissatisfied with his
bubble.
dot. his dowry of $15,000,000.
refollowing
count's
Closely
the
Gladys romance began in Eng
a story trickled over
land a year ago and she was in- turn to Europe
that the
stantly captivated by the Hungarian the cable from Budapest
were dissatisfied
count'a relatives
count's .princely manner, his melting
Glady's
h.
mus-tacfortune
match.
with
the
dainty
emotional eyes and hla
was not what they had been led to
He paid her most adorable court believe.
It was only a paltry 415,000,000.
attentions
with all the cavalierly
and little artifices in which the male Pouf! Vanderbllt brothers, who has
The
dowry hunters of the nobility are sownen sne re- welcomed the count with a secret
versea.
thoroughly
hope that Gladys' Infatuation would
wane, spoke their minds at last, and
harshly.
There were family councils and tears. Gladys was willful
and of age. And she loved the
count.
But for all this the marriage has been postponed.
t;osslp In the four hundred Is to
the effect that the count is demanding a larger dot than the Vander-bllt- s
proposed.
He remembers the
made Count Bonl
lavish allowance
de Castellane, and Is ambitious to
Dainty
Muxtaeh. set a new precedent, the gossips say.
Count Swvlicnyi's
Who Could Get Away IVoin It?
The sturdy Vanderbllt brothers say
shall not.
.urned to New York she told her he Anna
Gould's forttie was
mother that she loved him.
and Count Bonl started In
Two months later the count fol- to spend it at the rate of $1,000,000
lowed her. He went to the Breakyear. About half ef it Is left.
ers, the Vanderbllt cottage In New- a The Vanderbllt
brothers refuse to
port, where ho was a guest for more discuss the situation. Gladys is rethan a month.
ported to be sadly dejected. Mrs. TTXXIXll
INever has the four hundred seen Vanderbllt Is a sphinx.
The cable
a more devoted lover. In Newport brings no solution.
COUNT

go.

circular issued by the fiania Fe,
Prtscott & Phoenix Railway company and its operated lines announces the appointment of W, A. Drake
as general manager and F. P. Cruice
as assistant to the president.
The
former 'is already vice president and
has been hitherto assistant general
manager. The latter has been filling
the position of chief clerk in the office of the president.
The engineers and firemen on the
New Haven railroad have asked for
an increase in pay of 10 per cent.
The passenger engine'ers are receiving 3KV4 cents an hour, the firemen
22
cents, and freight engineers and
firemen slightly larger pay.
A

LINGERING COLD.
Withstood Otlier
Treatment Bui
Quickly Cured by Chamberlain's
Cough ltemertv.
very se"Lat winter 1 caught
vere cold which lingered for weeks,"
says J. Urquhart, of Zephyr, Ontario. "My cough was very dry and
harsh. The local dealer recommend
Cough Remedy
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed It. so I gave It a
trial. One small bottle of it cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cou.h
Remedy to be the best I have ever
tied." This remedy Is for sale by

drugglse.

LATE-OOMER-

ADVERTISE

WHEN

want In the families of the miners
who have been killed or injured by
accidents In the mines.
Provision is made for reporting of
all the details of a mine accident, and
the death certificate form Is to be
prepared by the bureau of mines and
mining, covering them, as well as
the number of persons dependent
upon the employes and a statement
of pecuniary and 'physical conditions
of the family of such employe.
for Emergency.
On receipt of BUch Information the
Issue
a warrant equal to
bureau will
40 per cent of the amount, which. In
the Judgment of the commissioner.
the claimant would be entitled to re
eclve under the pro rata participation
in the Insurance fund, and forward
Tax ol One Cent on Every Ton the same to the beneficiary. At the
end of each fiscal year the commis
sioner shall convey to a commission
to Succor Stricken
slon. also provided for In the bill, all
funds remaining In his hands.
Family.
The provision for a commission
!s as follows: Annually on the assembling of congress, the president
Washington, Dec. 31. The recent shall name a commission consisting
ac
mines,
of the secretary of commerce and ladisasters in coal and other
companied by great loss of life, have bor, the commissioner of the bureau
resulted In most serious consideration of mines and mining, two senators
being given to the subject of some and three representatives In congress
sort of relief.
whose duty It shall be to apportion
Representative McHenry of Penn- and distribute the remaining part of
sylvania has offered a bill which the fund among the claimants aphas some uniiiue features. It is en proved during the preceding twelve
titled "A bill for the purpose of sup months. Ten per cent of the entire
plying relief and allevlutlng suffering amount collected during the year
Incident to accidents in coal mines." shall be set aside for emergency pur
For this purpose it Is proposed to poses to meet exceptional calamities;
organize a bureau of commerce and provided, however, that this reserve
labor, consisting of a commissioner shall not exceed $500,000, and no
and such other employes as the family shall receive more than $1,-0out of the Jund."
work will require, with such limitaM(tt ComifrvlieiiHives Measure.
tion as congress may. from time to
time prescribe. The commissioner
The commissioners are not to reIs to receive $5,000 a year, his princeive compensation for their labor,
cipal assistants $2,600 and clerks In though they may receive actual exthe bureau $1800. These salaries penses Incurred In the performance
and all other expenses of the bureau of their duty. Tne bill prohibits the
be paid out of any money in owner or operator of a mine from
aie totreasury
not otherwise approp- collecting any part of the tax from
the
The bill gives the bureau the wages of any miner or other
riated.
power to Investigate as to the causes employe and a penalty Is attached
and effects of all accidents in coal t to violation of this prohibition.
mines, and to afford such relief as
The McHenry bill Is, in fact, one
the exigencies demand.
of the most complete and comprehensive bills that has yet been inTttx on Mine Output.
on this subject.
It will, no
The relief fund Mr. McHenry pro- troduced
doubt,
receive serious consideration
poses to raise by a tax of 1 cent a
on
from
the
mines
and
committee
ton on coul mined to be collected
from the owners. This tax is to be mining.
paid into the treasury quaiterly, and
A Significant Prayer.
each payment must be accompanied
"May the lord help you make
by a sworn statement of the mine
operator as to the number of ions Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all,"
shipped from the mine. The bureau writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
of mines Is given power to examine N. C. It quickly took the pain out
the books of any coul company or of a felon for me and cured It In a
Best on
transportation company to determine wonderful short time."
rth for nre. nrns and wounds.
the facts. These funds are to be expended for the relief of suffering and Z6c at all druggist.
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WEST END VIADUCT

The Home Restaurant
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207 West Gold AveDue
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MISS, MARY MYERS AS THE
OOUNTESS IN "A ROYAL SLAVE
Orlentiil Plays All tlie Rage.
O. A. Matson, the energetic

man- -

suit of the Blks' ODera house has
secured Clarence Bennett's beautiful

Mexican Dlay. "A Royal Slave" ror
Saturday eveninx. Jan. 4. The author
haa evolved a story, starting in in
calling Into play tne
Intensity:
nature
strongest emotions
human
possesses. The loyal, undying devo
tion of AkuIUu to his young miBireas,
the passionate hate of the Countess
Inez de Ora, the sweet, confiding love
of the gentle laadore relieved by the
br nht. breezy comedy or tne Amen
mm
correspondent
can newspaper
with
the eoually sprightly Anetta
they Introduce all
ths soeclaltles
contribute their shure in making "A
Roval Slave" one of the most enjoy
able of this Beaaon'a offerings.

Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Mutic While You Eat',
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
Kreakfast - - , 25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Rates by the
week or month.

I

Breakfast

(7

-

(

6 to 9

Dinner

12

Supper

5:30 to 7:30

to

2

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

V0K000000000W(
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PRESCRIPTIONS

SCENE IN "RED FEATHER," AFTERNOON AND EVENING NEW YEAR'S DAY
.
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EASTERN RAILROAD 711 EN
WILL NOr STRIKE
Chicago, Dec. 31. "There will be
no Btrlke of Eastern railroad men as
a result of the wage conference now
in session here," said L. H. Morris- Bey, grand master of the Order
of
Railway Trainmen, speaking on behalf of 100.000 employes of eastern
roads represented here.
"The conductors
and trainmen
have been voting on certain working
conditions and wage Increases and
not one line in the proposition refers
to a strike." concluded Mr. Morrlssey
"The conductors and trainmen
on
eastern roas are deciding to do Just
what has been done by the railroad
men In the west. There is nothing
alarming in the situation."
The present financial situation. It
Is said, will have considerable Influence in deciding the date for submitting the requests to the railway
companies.
ELECTRICITY WOVLR
SAVE MILLIONS
New York. Dep. 31. "If all the
railways In the L'nlted States were
today operated by electricity the aggregate cost of operation, which. In
11.4U0.OO0.00U,
to
1905. amounted
woud be reduced by about $3i0,000.-000.- "
This statement, made at the meeting of the American Institution of
Electrical Engineers, held in 'this
city, has caused more discussion In
railway, financial and electrical circles than any made in .many years.
It has subjected Henrv St. Clair
Putnam and Jewls B. Stllwell. two
eminent electrical engineers, to more
criticism than it usually falls to the
lot of electrical engineers to under

all

;k

1
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PSYCHOLOGISTS. WHO MAKE A m SINESS OF SORTING
OCT IDEAS AND SPYING INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
ISOHN, SAY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AGE OF
ABOUT TWENTY. YOl'lt
DAYS AHE ETERNALLY
OVER. IF YOIT ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
THIS AGF AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE AI.BVQIERQL'E CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM Rl'N ALONG THE LINES OF RVSINESS
BULBING AND TRADE GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILL
BE SOLD, LEASER OR RENTED TO THE 1'LBLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
THEY KEEP A YOCNG FELIOW A ROl'ND THE OFFICE,
v M EVERY WEEK, TO IK)
NOTHING Bl'T
LOOK AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE I.IKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND M.00
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOtT WOTT-TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, ANI RUN IT AS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTTfCH M A1TERS IX)
CARE IX)R, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUEHQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS, INFORMER US ONLY
YESTERDAY TILVT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUOUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, ILAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT, IMMEDIATE RETITRNS, IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.
BECAUSE YOU (JET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GLEATf
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CON VERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "1 BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS. BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
ADVERTISING."
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGLNNING Tl LAN MR. DUKE.
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
STATE IT TO YOURSELF. AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OLD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

'

Denver and Rio Grtimlc Not Ablo ta
Iurcluise Connecting link.
Denver, Dec. 31. Negotiations for
the sale of the Santa Fe Central railroad to tho Denver & Hlo Grande,
which were in progress several
months sgo, are understood to be off
and the New Mexico road will proh-nbl- y
not become a part of the Ttlo
Grande system at this time. The
road, which was to have been Used
as a connecting link between the
Gould roads in Texas and the Gould
ronds in Colorado and Utah, will
probably continue as an Independent
project for some time to come.
The Santa Fe Central connects
with the Denver & Klo Grande at
Santa Fe, N, M., and runs south to
Torrance, on the Hock Inland's El
Paso line, a distance of about 110
miles.
The Rio Grande is mrrow
gauge to Simla Fe from Alamosa and
the plans that road had In view were
to rebuild this line broad gauge and
take another route. The surveys for
this change had already been made.
The Santa Fe Central was then projected to continue on to Big Springs.
Texas on the Texas & Pacific, which
la Gould's Southern road which operates from El Paso to New Orleana
The object of the deal was to connect the Southern Gould roads with
the Rio Grande and Missouri Pacific
In this state and make It a part of
the transcontinental system extending from coast to coast which Gould
win control upon the completion of
the Western Pacific.
The Santa Fe Central is owned
principally by Pittsburg capitalists
and a deal was being negotiated In
that city for the purchase of the
road. It is presumed that the conditions of the money market and the
Inability of the two companies
to
agree on terms was the cause of the
failure of the negotiations,

ferent Sources Prove
Interesting.
logan

be- -
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Af'Ol'T THE It

COUNT ?
New York, Dec. 31. After all, the
glamour
of romance which for a
time promised to dispel the sordid
atmosphere about the Vandcrbllt-Sr.echenengagement,
was only
will o' the wisp.
The announcement or a postpone- -
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Statistics Compiled From
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POUFl WHAT'S A. GIRL'S LOVE AND A PAL1
'
TRY $15,000,000 FOR A NOBLEMAN
LIKE GLADYS VANDERBILT'S,

II

II

01 Tmn?

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AYE-HU- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCL.
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Kvervone who is Interested In local
amnteor talent should attend the
amateur night at the Crystal theatre
ntxt Friday evening.w No ralsn In
in Hnn muc
nn.iB ua h.
wholesome, harmless fun Is sura andCertain. Albuquerque has lnnumer.1,1., t.l.,nl
f.ilka AunHPlnllV VOOOir
l,un,lu U'tw, U ill tllk B.IVHntAK Of
this opportunity to appear before the
punuc ana mucn goou worn m
peeled. As amateur night gets to be
a regular institution ai mis pupumr
Vi.,t,u
,iI,iI.Ia f.riKa will ha Klven.
Some of the be.st and highest priced
B
lUUttV . .1 " Uiuar
Id I I VHU
.liarsvered throurh'ama
iii wr
teur iiighia throughout the country.
--

ll--
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MetlidrlKt Miitlstfr Rexxniiinenda
Cluunbcrialu's CuugH Rciiieti'.

p!tor
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A. Lewis,

Minn.. M. C. Church
Chamberlain's
used
in our home for even
proved to
always
has
remedy
We huve
would do more than1
for it.
the manufacturers claim croup
good
and
for
la csDSclaly
whooping cough.

Mllaea.
We have
Cough Remedy
years, and it
be a reliable
found that it

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if .you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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By buying Stoves, Ranges. Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.,at

Caught With Goods on Them
on Their Way to
Albuquerque.
E Paso, Texas, Dec. 21. A. Rosenthal and Max Rosenthal, brothers,
were arrested after a dilltcult struggle in the Union depot tnnpeetlon
room Sunday night an they were
bout to board a train for Albuquerque, and diamonds valued at about
1 2,000 were taken from them by the
customs otllcers. They had Just arrived In the United States from Mexico on the Central. Today they are
prisoners In the county Jail, awaiting trial tomorrow morning before
United States Commissioner Howe.
In their arrest the customs
are satisfied they have two men
who have 'been making a profession
of diamond smuggling. They admit
being in and out of Mexico three
times and the inspectors nabbed
them yesterday evening on a description furnished them.
A Big Haul.
Thf diamonds were found concealed in a linen pouch tied around the
waist of A. Rosenthal after both had
vigorously protested their innocence
of trying to smuggle anything into
the United States.
iMost of the stones are mounted on
rings of solid gold. The articles confiscated consist of a 'pair of diamond
earrings, valued at $360; one solitaire diamond, 1350; two diamond
rings, 2&5; one diamond ring, $100;
one diamond ring, $70; one diamond
ring, $26; one diamond ring, $250;
one diamond ring, $200; one
ring, $350; one ruby and
ring, $100; one diumond
pin, $136; one chain, $100; one diamond ring, 200.

Tlhe Great Closing' Out 'Sale

of

DEPARTMENT
RETAIL
WHITNEY COMPAY'S
SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms
Cash

115

Terms
Cash
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FIRST PICTURE OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE BABY; A KING SOME DAY
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Gross Kelly & Co.
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A Reliable Remed; for Croup.
With the dry, cold weather of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
no
for ominous symtoms. There
cause for anxiety, however, when
Cough
Remedy
Is kept
Chamberlain's
in the home.
If this medicine Is
given as soon as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mr. S. Roslnthal, of
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
it is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend it." For ale
by all druggists.
ROUGH DRY.
1

Do you know what this means? If
not iu;k our drivers to explain It to
-
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Wholesale

TIIK XKW YEAR'S ARIUVAU

will see-- our store laden with dellcl.
ous cakes baked for those who de

mand the choicest and most dellcl
ous. Our New Year's enkes are fa-- 1
ini'iin iur meir fijgn qumiLy ana exquisite flavorings, and we will have a
variety to rhoose from for the most
fastidious. Special orders will be taken now for fruit and pound cakes
and all kinds of layer rakes, plain
and ornamental.

I"

Grocers

Pioneer Bakery,

ygiAfc,

207 South

boy domoiI.
baby
TliU
I'trxt iMirtrnit for nliit'h Kins A IfotiMo's
l)KXoirrnlk Iuim jiint arrlvott from 1j Hiiln, vbcre It was taken during the
rccx-nvisit of lUs futlM-- r and mother to Kiiglanct.

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

Firt St.1,

t

I

TAFT

HIS

WILL

BE

OWN

MANAGER
Roosevelt Is Responsible for
Vory's Dismissal-Secreta- ry
Believes Field Against Him.
Washington, V. C, Dec. 31. Mr.
Taft, secretary of war, after canvassing every available man mentioned up to his time, as the right
sort of successor or Mr. Vorys, hi
'political manager, has about decided to do his own "managing."
This
conclusion is said to have the tacit
approval of President Hoosevelt. Mr.
Taft learned immediately upon his
arrival in this country
from the
Philippine trip that the one strongaggressive
most
est and
critic of Mr.
Vorys' management was the president himself. Several managers to
displace Mr. Vorys have been suggested, including William. Loeb, Jr.,
secretary of the republican national
committee, and Mr. Hitchcock, first
assistant postmaster general.
Ixmb Plan Considered Bad.
The president himself put a veto
on the
suggestion as too liable
to be taken as too bald an indication of the interest of the administration In the Taft candidacy and
capable of interpretation
that the
president
was actually doing the
managing, with Mr. Leb as a mere
figure-heaMr. Dover has manifested such indifference to the Taft
candidacy, and Is ' so closely allied
with the old Hanna element In the
republican national committee", that
he was objectionable to some of the
strong Taft supporters.
Then, too,
when sounded on the suggestion, Mr.
Dover did not seem to manifest great
enthusiasm, and seemed to take such
a practical view of the suggestion,
of
having every
and so desirous
phuse of the Taft campaign under
his personal control, that objection
was raised to him.
The identification of Mr. Hitchcock
with the Cortelyou boom, which got
such a notable Jolt from the administration, and the fact of his youth
and lack of a record In connection
with politics, eliminated him from
consideration.
KiTcvt of Change Feared.
The general objection
was also
raised to the change of managers at
thU stage of the canvass that it
would be a public admission of what
everybody who has been watching
Its progress knows, that it has fallen far short of what even its most
conservative well wishers hoped for
it.
The one solution offered was the
one by the secretary himself that he
do bis
managing, and at the
same time retuln Mr. Vorys In his
titular place as manager.
As one of the first maneuvers and
orders of the new manager the Taft
canvass will be pushed in every
state in the union. Mr. Taft Indicated this to one of ins senatorial callers from the west. This means that
the war secretary tiruposi-to as
sume an absolutely different attitude
man tnat so far pursued that of
disregarding "favorite sons."
I'ntll
now all the other candidates have
been straining thenuelvt. ti, an ef- -
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Every Woman
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f 752s,

Officers.

The men were caught .by Deputy
Collector J. li Dwyer, Inspector John
Farnsworth and R. A. .Martin, assisted by Mrs. Tobln, a lady inspector. When caught with the goods
the two struggled fiercely, calling the
inspectors
thieves and murderers
and tightit.g them off with their fists.
Inspector Dwyer had the men
marked from the time the train
crossed, the bridge. He gave the men
slips to declare goods they were
One of the
bringing from Mexico.
men gave him two .boxes of cigars
and he saw the name "A Rosenthal"
a it. He was watching for the man
and passed the word to Inspectors
Farnsworth and Martin.
Nothing was said until the two
reached the depot. Inspector Dwyer
delayed passing on the cigars until
the greater part of the crowd had
been gone over and then took (hem
into the Inspector's room, ne::t. to
the baggage office.
One of the men wanted to add
some goods to his list of articles.
Inspector Dwyer then took the Blips
and asked if either had anything
They
concealed about his person.
replied negatively, and the search
was started.
$1,700 About His Nock.
A. Rosenthal had a roll of $1,700
about his neck. His brother had $540
in Mexican currency and $160 gold.
Inspector Dwyer took this and A.
Rosenthal cried "Thief! Robber!" at
the same time making a rush for the
inspectors. The money was returned and Rosenthal protested that he
was robbed of $60.
But the bluff didn't work and the
search was continued until the linen
pouch was revealed.
It took four
men to do the Job.
KnUv
WanUxl to
It.
Then the Rosenthal Bros., protested that they wanted to enter the
diamonds, bat didn't have the opportunity. This will fce their defense.
Both were taken to the pall. The
Jailor here took charge of their surplus currency.
yesterday that
The men stated
they knew the Silberberg Bros., of
this city. Robert Hilberberg called
at the federal building this morning
while the men were being examined
before United States Attorney
but they failed to recognize
Mm. Mr. Silberberg sail that he
exchanged some .Mexican-mon- ey
for
them some time ago.
The (men say they are Jewelry peddlers and that they were (bringing
the diamonds into the United States
to make a profit. Intending all the
while to pay the duty.
The penally for smuggling diamonds is confiscation of the goods
and an additional penalty the court
may dclde on. Besides the diamonds the Rosenthal brothers had a
number of silks and minor articles
and a trunk that has not yet been
examined.
Max Rosenthal refuses to talk to
the officials, leaving that all to his
brother, who says they have been
peddling cheap jewelry In Mexico
and Ontrai America. A card found
on A. Rwenthal gives his address as
111 Nholto street, Chicago. Max says
he is a tailor and formerly worked
for Mr. Fiersteln, a coat manufacturer of Chicago.
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fort to keep friendly to every other
lieucves Field Agaiu-s- t Him.
The change in ipollcy on the part
of Mr. Taft Is
due to his belief that
the field Is ' already solidly against
him, because of his early start, and
the ac'lon of some state committees
of his party, so that he will loss
nothing by an aggressive fight. In
any event, he Indicated today that
he was ready to take any risk the
policy involved.
Special attention Is to be paid to
the southern slates, and everything
possible is to be done to undo the
work done there for Mr. Cortelyou
and line things up for Mr. Taft. A
count of noses on the national committee is also to be taken to demand
what sentiment controls the committee. If the committee is "right" the
Taft boomers will have no trouble
seating their southern delegates in
case of contests, but the anti-Ta- ft
candidates may get them. The national commutes settles all contests
for the preliminary organization, and
that is what counts in a convention.
Taft also told Senator Curtis of Kansas he felt certain the fight would
soon settle down to the field against
n
him. die is blocking out his
on that theory.
To lifne Vp Oklahoma
The administration patronage dispensers of Oklahoma hav given assurances that Taft has an even show
to get the Oklahoma delegation at
the national convention. The rough
riders are engineering the deal.
Chairman Hunter of the republican
state committee is placing postofhees
and other appointments where they
will do the most good, and he has
also devised a scheme to deprive the
anti-Ta- ft
crowd of the influence of
Cash Cade, the national committeeman.
Cade, it is understood, has been
promised the 'position of internal
revenue
collector
for Oklahoma
when the new dmtrlet is created, and
has also 'been promised a Porto Rico
Judgeship for his friend. Judge Prank
Oiilette,
If these promises do no
land Cade in the .Taft camp, then
more drastic means will be employed. Cads is the most powerful
political leader in Oklahoma, and If he switches to Taft It
will badly crip pre the other side.
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TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Specialty

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

(1

Groceries at Cot Prices
High Quality M. & J., 35 cent
.'
2Se
coffee
Best quality teas, per pound ...60c
7 bars Hwtft's Pride sdap
25c
1 gallon Imperial
syrup
46c
10 pound pall of Jelly
6O0
Large cans Ias Cruces and other
high grade tomatoes, 1 cans
I25c
for
25 cent can baking powder ....20c
S
prunes,
Good
pounds for ....25c
S packages
2 So
12 ounce figs
And a big store full of other
bargains.
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& Co

ECelly
(Incorporated)
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CLEAN CAS CORK.
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New Home

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Arena
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
IIAILROAD AVENUE.
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ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

sheets can be ruled

Loose Leaf Systems

Are nj longer aa experiment
They are a necessity where economy In time and labor is wanted.
Fjitimatea cheerfully given. Mall orders will receive prompt attention.

II. S. LITIIGOW
Stamp Maker
IKK.Wbin.ler

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

a Loose Leaf System

ant printed ti lull the special need
of evtry bur.'ui.
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

&tt

Carries the largest and Moat Kzcluslve Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

By installing

Finest Whiskies

and Boarding

West Surer Avenne.
ALBUguraiQTTK. NEW MEXICO.

All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

1

H

PATTERSON

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Borradaile Co.

$13.60
Purdy, Agent
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Sewing Machine

od
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W.
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"OLD KEUABLF."
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T,

Machine Works

NATTVK KIXDLXNQ

The pleasure and health
resort of the Southwest.
The new hotel, "The
Faywood," offers every
comfort the invalid or pleasure seeker could desire.
The- water from these
springs has a temperature
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ideal place for those troubled with rheumatism.
Rate Albuquerque to Fay-wo-

Tickets on sale daily.
Return limit 30 days.

Foundry and

. . HALL,
roprtmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa
Fronts for Bulldlnga
Rpmlr9 0m mimimg mmd Mill MNMMry Bmilmttw
Foundry sast aids of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR CASH ONLY.

N.M.

The St. B
JOSEPH

Mixed.
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Faywood
Hot Springs,

ts

Dr. Shoop'a
'Headache
Tablets
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Furnace,

'aJ

handed

Pain in the hmd r1n snrwhers, ess Ra
rsin liionngtitUua. pain is blood presume nothing
sine luuallr. At leant, so Mtyi Dr. fchoop, sitd to
prove it he has created s little piok tablet. That
labia called I)r. Snoop s BuaUacb Table
eoaxos blood praatura awaj fnjin pa n oeDtera,
plaasUislrdullshtf'U. Gwitlr
thousb saialy. U sunjy soMalius U blood circa.
lattou.
If you have a baadacba. tt'i blood pressure.
If H i painful ported with woman, tain causa.
II you ara lloeplaaa. nation, narvcu, it's blood
eons-Mitioblood prauura. That tumlr la
(vruliitr. for Dr. Brioop'i Hnadacba TablnU itns
it la 'At minute, and tha tabkx simply distribute
Uie unnatural blood prauura.
Uruiw your flufr. and doesn't It
red, and
well, and pain yout Of eourw it duo. It's
blood prewora. You'll find U whan pain
lrwealwan. SaIt simply Common Seuta.
tall at
ju, and clwrfnlly raoamasod
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The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the care, less
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.
IN TOTJB HOME.

7HC COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

it.
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ALBUQUERQUE

fH!K

PAGH

EVENING

OTTIZE

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

Is one place In New Mexico, not
very fur from Albuquerque, where 88 out of every 100 people And whnt they
are looking-- for. That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, Nw Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, homes to ride or drive, dogs,

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

)

subscription bates
One

yer

hy mail In advance

,
Om month by mall
One monCs by carrier with In city limit

Entcmd as

wader Art of

mnd-cl- a

Cong-ron-

,

mat tor at tli
of March S, 1879.

,

. ....SS.00

as to what constitutes a "gpod

i

F. H. STRONG

runs, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
Tou can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
go as you please.
Tou'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for recuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
WAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
Valley Ranch.

i

FURNITURE

mi

STRONG BLOCK

60
60

Postofflee of Albuquerque, N. M.,

bet

The only lllustrntrd dally newspaper In Now Mexico and the
nxvllum of the SontliweHt.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN IS:
Tlie leading Kcpnbllran ilnlly and

There are about as many conceptions

Um" at there art individuals, but thera

dec.

vv s

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
;

TiKsiiw,

nrwapnprr of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

Not Going Out of Business

ccVly

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITT7.EN HAS:
The finest eq,uipied Job deportment In New Mexico.
The latest report by Associated Prnn and Anxlliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

tfiqev files

We Meet All Competition!!

No other
food deteriorates so
rapidly as the Oyster. Its habitat is
the ocean. It requlx-- s coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the air fn order to retain' Its delicate
flavor and Its wliolcsomcness. SEAL-SHIF- T
OYSTERS are brought direct to us .from the choice beds of
America. They are shucked Into
porcelain canes, sealed and packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The use of the
SealMhipt carrier
Is the secret
f
their superiority.

All Stove and Ranges

25

Discount

J Tnanksgiv ing Sale Cutlery.
--

See Our Elegmnt Line

of
- - - - 9c loint
Tnntirht n fho inrVa nf tho p.K- strike the hour of midnight, an epoch
Stove
6
inch
pipe
by
will be marked in the advancement of the territory gambling licensed pic6 inch Stove pipe elbows - - 8c Joint
the commonwealth, will pane Into history, and with it will go the last in a
turesque trace of tho frontier days when fortunes were won and lost
AND
Biht- fjppnuPfi nmhiinr win rn and there will be many a dry eye behind it.
See Our Prices Before Buying
legislative assembly passed the
Since the thirty-sevent- h
act, the game keepers have been making preparations ror tne passing oi me
upon purchasing
tiger.
and other
Alrntv several of the larser establishments in Albuquerque knights
of
places in New Mexico have been shut down and a number of the
the green cloth have already left New Mexico for other fields.
FIRES GRAHAM GETS
The passing of gambling In New Mexico Is one of the surest indications ALBUQUERQUE
of the steady progress that ha been made In this territory within the past
few years.
In Albuquerque, the effect of the passing of gambling, will be decidedly
MORE III HIGHLAND
FOR
CLOSING
fnr the nuhlle crood.
laboring classes
It will Dlace many a dollar of wages earned by the
Consul! : a Reliabis
wher It rlehtfullv belongs In the home and In the store of the merchant.
Dentist
There is no doubt In the world that generally over the territory the
YEAR
HARYJALE
nasslna- of gambling will be beneficial even to the saloon business, which
Pull Bet of Teeth
heretofore has srone hand In hand with gambling.
ArlGold Filling
to
judge, and
SI .50 np
of Arizona by which
lKr Mexlen hn the exDeriencereport
Gold Crowns
$0
that it has helped business In all
aona merchants and business men
of
Intend
Property
Com
Purchasers
Record
Insurance
Shows
Painless Extracting ....50c
lines fiftv Der cent.
years
Gambling In New Mexico long ago lost Its real charm for of late
to Thoroughly Prospect
panies Paid Only Sf4.685
and. it has
It has degenerated Into a sort of a penny in the slot business,
hands over a gambling table
AM WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
lxm years upon years since thousands changed
New Property.
In Claims.
ANTEED.
In New Mexico during the progress of one game.
conyears
has been
For the most part, gambling in New Mexico of late
sums
of
limit or less, and while large
ducted on the basis of a
Louis Graham, of Graham Bros.,
The past year has been a very re
money taken In the aggregate changed hands, there were not many big
markable one as far as fires are con yesterday received a third payment
"kllHrigs" in one night or one day, as was the case a score of years ago or cerned
on
the sale of thfe Highland Mary
in Albuquerque. When the
more. ,
next Monday night group of mines to W.,F. Willfong of
city
meets
council
opinion
favors the Chief Burtless' annual report win the Lincoln Trust company, of PittsThere Is no doubt that a preponderance of public
The amount of money redeath of the tiger, and such a public sentiment has existed here for thelgnow the following figures, which are burg, Pa.
luulte complimentary to the city fire ceived by iMr. Graham, was $3,000.
last ten years.
DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
One payment was made when the
One great effect of the tiger's death will be the addition of another denartment:
ROOM 13, N. T. AAMIJO BIJ5G.
property was pmwiased by Col. A.
Runs made, 71
trong argument for statehood for New Mexico.
by
UNDERWOOD
speed
attained
wonderful
The
313.
(Mr
TCriv alarm
.
P. Hunter, representhwf
By the abolishment of licensed gambling, the people of the territory
Telephone alarms' 38.
lost ' .SeptemVrt The' third
have only added another strong claim or ntness ror sen government. . - i Total insurance on buildings suf- - and final payment on the property
operators is not alone due . tp the freedom of action
will bo due on March 1, 190s. ' The game keepers. wh ror so many years nave sent me mue rouienc i fe,lne from fires 898.850,
i
group
me
The sale of the Highland
Total loss, $8,145
ball whirling about the wheel, who have operated, tne ia.ro Dana, ran
'THE BEST ALWAYS"
and ease of manipulation of the machine.)
by (Mr. Graham to the Wilfong ininsurance paid. 11,685.
keno games, etc., were not bad fellows.
impor(Net
one
was
most
$3,460.
of
terests
loss.
the
Indeed. Nsw Mexico in her professional gamblers, has been rortunate
ose laid, 8.200 feet.
tant mining deals of the year as far
above any other Dlace where gambling hae been allowed
The Visibility, Tabulation, and Durability t help
as Manzano mountain property is
Chemicals used, 549 gallons.
gambling nouses,
The gamblers have stood for law and order
was one of the very
concerned.
It
square
game.
and thev have for the most Dart, dealt a
Trial Catarrh treatments are be few in which caf actually changed
mightily to accelerate the speed of the UNDER
by hands, and the manner In which the
iBut their day has passed along with the day or .the wild west,, or tne ing mailed out free, on request,
You
purchasers
have taken hold of the
cowboy and the bad man
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
WOOD operator.
without proposition Indicates that It is their
INo one holds feelings against them ror they have Deen a law aoiuing are proving to the people
a penny's cost the great value of Intention to prospect It very thorJust What You Order
Dart of our community life for many years.
to this scientific prescription known to oughly. property
Their dav has missed, however, and after tonight, they will have
Shoop's
consists
of
"i'he
as
three
everywhere
druggists
Dr.
find new occupations If thev remain with us.
Coyote canCatarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal- claims 4n th
Promptly, Carefully
Many of them will do so: many of them have lived In New Mexico so ers.
yon district.
There is a fifty-foamong
will
the
They
be absorbed
long that they will hesitate to leave.
shaft on the property, with a forty-foDelivered
drift at the bottom. Ore is be
many legitimate businesses that flourish here and henceforth we will Know
ing taken out end plied at the
them In another and a better role.
OLD
THE
BIDDING
From a Stock That Is
mouth of the mine for shipment.
The tiger dies tonight and with it dies tho last of the frontier west. And
1622 Wei ton Street, . Denver, Colo
Graham Bros, own several other
the average citizen of New Mexico witnesses the passing of the tiger with
CoyIn the
piomlsing
claims
also
the same pleasure that others saw the passing of the wild went Both went
Always Fresh
StfMstfssHeBSSsWBI
YEAR FAREWELL ote canyon district.
the same route a certain and sure death before the general progress and
will
tiger
Mexico.
New
The
development of what will soon be the state of
8.76; stockers and feeders
12.75 0
"BUSTER BROWN" PROVED
aot be mourned.
4.75; calves $S.no5.50; bulls - and
Watch PartiCM and ' Dinners, Dances
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
stags
81.7592.25.
and Sliuftt U slier in Miss MUM.
Mheep receipts 2.600. Market 10c
When you die don't be exclusive and have only sorrowing relatives there
:
A CLEVER ENTERTAINMENT
higher.
Yearlings $4.85 5.30; wethIt's toad policy. They have Just got through, moving a ten ton monument.
'
Few Albuquerque people will be
St. Louis Wool Mnrket. steady; ers $4. 404. 85; ewes $3.804.50;
digging throjugh six feet of cement and prying off the coffin lid with a shovel asleep
tonight when the year 1907
vSt. Lioula,
Dee. 81. Wool
lambs 86.00 6. 60.
In order te discover whether T. C'. Druce, the Duke of Portland, was really paxRes into history ano the new year
unchanged.',
there or whether the coffin contained two hundred pounds of lead. It all 1908 arrives. Social gayety In this
The great Idea H. F. Outcault had
1 loyal Balanced I tat Ion
came about, as a result of a family row over what the poor old duke left. I city will reach Its climax tonight in when he hit upon the scheme of
K6. Ixnih Spelter Market.
Sunflower Keed
St. Louis, Dec. SI. Spelter unTtie way to avoid being disturbed after you have "wrapped the mantle of the way of balls, watch parties and "Buster Brown and Tige" as a car508 W. Central : 'Phong 238
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funeral, with an obituary in the paper and a procession half a mile long principal event will be
loultry Panacea
ball given every week for the Sunday comlo
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International Poultry Pood
to the' ' cemetery. It Isn't nice to talk about funerals, but at the same time, by the Calumet club at the
the Elks' hall supplement is more graphically resteady,
81.
Lead
Dec.
INew
York.
Wilbur's Poultry lYxxl
Druce furnishes such an object lesson of what "'sorrowing relatives" will for which a lurge number of invita- flected and many times as funny J3.60S.60; lake copper steady 1SH
l'nitu Poultry Pood
tions have been sent out and which when presented by .Master Rice and Z)ilZ; silver 68 Vs.
some (lmes do.
(Complete Stock of Poultry Supplies
without a doubt will be the most suc company.
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The performance
Witch-Haxe- l
Carbolixed
Paso, Texas.
with musical numbers by good Ml- 6 15: cows and heifers $l.204.60; Salve is healing and soothing. Good
There Is mighty little sport In Albuquerque for the gentlemanly robbers
.by a strong chorus Texans $3,1544.00;
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you
price
at
and
the
to
cannot
afford
5.50;
$4.606.80;
lings
lambs
$4.00
ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETED
have It done at home.
westerns $4.60 6.90.
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
With the Jap
"China for the Chlnee" Is the new cry in the Orient.
ADDondldtJ
freezing to Manchuria there Isn't much China left for the Chinese.
Ktouks.
New
York
'07, and Jan. 1,'08
Is
large
a
in
measure
to
due
FOR "COLLEGE WIDOW" Atchison
abuse
ttK
86 H of the bowels, by employing drastic
Preferred
President Roosevelt and Governor Hughes are In no sense unfriendly.
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
0
New York Central
They merely, do not like each other. New Tork World.
1
Final Return Limit Jan.
only Dr. King's New Lire Pills, the
109
..
representing Pennsylvania
tate, gentle cleansers and lnvtgora- Warren P. Lake,
73
Paclflc
Southern
Henrv W. Savaif'ii "Oollese Widow" Union Pacific
tors. Guaranteed to cure headache,
Wllh a blizzard raging yesterday in Montana, Albuquerque's bright sun
118
biliousness, malaria and jaundice, al
completed arrangements with iMan- ny weaiher was more than ever appreciated.
80
Preferred . .
ager MaUon or the KilKs "tneatre to- Amalgamated
all drug stores.
I6c
47
Copper
T. K. l'urdy, Agent
o
the
single
performance
of
day
a
for
26
of the United States.
(Irover Cleveland favors pensions for
In U. 8. 8
Vollege
playing
now
Widow,"
Wells
Pinto
Water
fcs1
Mineral
Pal
OOOOCXXJOUUUUOLILXJlXJUCXXXXJUa
Preferred
It U eay to see Graver's stand.
southern lArixona.
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
College Widow" is one of
"The
your
grocer
H.
1ty
IJvestoek
for
Kaunas
MaVe
to
a New
make that little fpat In Ohio
luika has a political feud, calculated
George
Ade's happiest creations.
.Kansas City, Dec. 31. Cattle re- The company plays at Kl Paso on- rnlt.t. Q AAfl XfarWpt ittpAdv to 1 Oc
Dyspepsia Is our national alment.
look like thirty cents.
ARE
resolution to stop experi
come
January 6th and will
to aidu- higher. Southern steers $3.604.35; fvurdock Blood Hitters ls the nation- DIAMONDS
special
u,uerq,ue
on
a
January
6th
It.
cure
menting
stick
to
strengthens
al
and
for
get
the
Blockers
stom
HOUthern cows $'.0033.60;
Nome one ought to
out a
It
What has become of the Knox boom?
train, which, according to program, anil eeiirg $J 0Ji4.20; bulls $2.60 ach membranes, promotes How of
THE TIME
writ of habeas corpus.
Bitters. You'll be thankful
will arrive here about noon.
8.76:
calves $3.60 0 7.00; western digestive juices, purines the blood,
many
a
carry
as
up.
a
you
cows
people
"We
builds
steers $j.604?4.60; western
many times afterwards. Tor
In the new year It I believed that a larger number thnn ever will try to
(0(33.60.
saia air.
musical company,
Men's fine piano felt slippers, high INCREASING IX VAMTE STEAD54 years it has been curing
4.000.
receipts
Market
"but as you know, actors cost more
heep
vut off thtir taxes.
money than chorus girls. "The Col sieaay. juu .ions i.nvw 1. o, lambs cut with flexible leather soles and a ILY. IS TO 30 PER CENT. WH
Poor Appetite, Insomnia,
comfortable as stocking feet, $1.60; HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
range wethers
lege Widow" Ls one of Savage's besrt $5 SOiii
$4.254D
The Navy Department Is giving a letter perfect Imitation of a medical
men's opera or Kverett slippers, WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
and is Only eclipsed by 6.75:- fed ewes $ J.iO 3' 4.B0.
micmkm,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
society row
-black or tan, V'.cl Kid, pretty and WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICKS
I'ho Merrv Widow." which is receiv I
well wearing $1.50 to $2. CO at C.
New
ing
au.
York."
Omaha !ilveto'k.
evaiion in
Burn
Costiveness and Colds.'
Wonder If he didn't know it
Secretary Taft has opened his campuign.
ap- - Mix
(rattle receipts, May's Shoe Store. 314 West Central 1IL1N THEY CAN BE BOUGHT Ar
$1.
girl,
is
Deo.
Colorado,
Omihn,
fcnow.
a
a
for
druggist
your
fie?
Ask
S.OOO.
was opened a long time ago?
nWi lnif In one of' the leading ole.
Market steady to stronger. avenue.
,
WHOLESALE.
A: i
41 Western steers
Texas
$3.004.40
J
of our 1908 Almanac.
copy
VANN
I
CO.
JEWELRY
range
cows
Desert
Car
and
Palace
and
brand
$2.75W4.10;
fruit
carry
Remedy
steers
is
no
sign
little hammers. It's
Chamberlain's Cough
Just because the visiting geologists all
One Door Kouth of Drug Stoop,
heifers $1.75$. 75; canners $l.$64j at Champion Grocery Co.
sold by all druggists. .
they are knockers.
'j
-.

Holiday Cutlery

Carvers

antl-gambll-

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

$3,000

$8

Underwood
Standard
Typewriter

five-dol- lar

Wil-foe-

g,

.

TRADE

In-th-

Where

ot

Get

Underwood Typewriter Company

ot

T. N, LINVILLE,

'

Grocer

8.

.

6;

,

68.

RATES

-

.

1

De-Wit- t's

BITTERS

608

mi

Year's

TRIPS

ALL

n

.

.

TVIMVVT,

4

SI,

IKC

IWJ.

,.

IS AFTER ESCAPES

f.lO

f

Panic?

PROSECUTION

fOR ISSUING

But no one need suffer
as long as be can get

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes
NONE BETTER

Hand Painted China and

Columbus
Hotel

'up-to-da-

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

mid-summ- er

MRS.M.E. NORRIS
P.

Green Front
105 North First Street ILL'

KNOWN

A Happy and
Prosperous New Year

Libbey's Rich Cut Glass
20 per cent for

cah

J. H. O'Reilly Company
Busiest Drug House between Denver and Los Angeles
N. B. Our Prescription Department always in charge
careful Registered Pharmadxti

A delegation of Mountalnalr iboost-e- r
A little precaution saved the clothcame over last night on the new ing house of the E. 1.. Wushburn
cup-o- ff
comCo.
to
train
meet with the
the price of $18 worth of clothmittee of Presbyterians who will de- ing and the Alvarado a week's board
cide the location of the proponed bill but one Albuquerque business

Dinner
35 CENTS

aniii om time.

BAD

4

New Year's

""Til

,i

Corbett Says That Trades Ei Old Case of "No Funds"-- .
Intended Victim Refused
curslon will Be Civen a
Warm Welcome.
to Prosecute.

sanitarium today and they came expecting to land this Important Institution.
Mountalnair has many peculiar advantages for an Institution
of this kind and the fellows composing the committee know how to tell
them. John W. Corbett, who chews
black tobacco and smokes Kentucky
long green. Menu, by common con212 E. Central, Phone 597
sent, to be the spokesman. lie hR
a string of oltleial titles pretty well
spread out over the Kstancia valley,
and speaking of condlMons over there
this morning, said:
Knuuii'lii Valley in (itxxl Sluic.
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO"
valley
"Conditions In the
were never so good as now. We old
timers are In a position to appreciate the change for the better. 1
left Eslancla last night at t o'clock
and cam straight through to Albuquerque In a comfortable coach and
got here In time for a good nlghi's
Top Notch of the Year
rest. That beats the aid way some.
The new roid is a great thing for us
and A great thing for Albuquerque.
In fact it means a great deal for the
entire territory and it. Is Albuquerque's opportunity to get in touch
with a portion of the territory here
tofore practically
unknown,
but
which is destined to play an Important part in the future history of
1 think the proposed
New Mexico.
trades excursion over the new line
through the Estancia valley will
and
OCXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXOCXXXXX) prove a mighty good investment
for
your business men, some of whom
will tbe surprised
at the changes
HENRY'S
which l.ave taken place, over there
In the last two or three years. We
Cleaning: and Pressing
no longer wear overalls and smoke
Duke's Mixture; we are civilized ami
Works
have money to spend. We like Al
buquerque. In .fact the Albuquerque
way appears to us and all we want
The most
Is some show of appreciation to give
cleaning and pressing
you our business. I can assure your
business men a glad hand all along
'
parlors in the city.
the line If the proposed trip materializes.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
After Artesian Water In Earnest.
loo-- n
West Silvtr Ave.
"While we do not like to advertise our country as a dry climate,
wc realize the advantages that arOOCOCX200000000CJOOOCX3000000 tesian water would give us
and we
are going down with the deep well
at Estancia and hone to have flow
ing water In a short time. If we
get it. It means permanency from line
start. .But w bother we get It or not.
we are going to make a success of
farming in the valley and it will not
be long until our fruits and vege
tables will rank first all along the
line.
And this Is no
dream, either.
Our banks, one at
by
Estancia and one at Willard, are
both paying currency, the people all
Meal.
have money; there is work for all
who want .work and everybody V
me isiancia valley has the sm
that don't come off. Jf you want to
quit sneezing and forget your trouItO Fait Coal Avenue
bles Just come over and watch us
grow."
In the committee from Mountain- air besides Jlr. Corbett are Wm. M.
McCoy. Jas. H. Khoades, F. M. Hill.
MATTEUCCI
J. J. Burke, Dr. C. J. Amble and
Col John T. Kelly and If they don't
SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS land I hut hospital It will be because
some other place has more money.

fTTTIZKEL

We are taking our annual inveiubfy, and in order to
deduce stock to lowest possible limit, will discount our beautiful line of

PAPER

FRENCH
BAKERY

EVENINO

man with phllantrophio Inclination!
the price of a week's board.
Last Friday a week ago a round-facefresh, effervescent young man
f robably JJ5 years
old,
wearing a
dark suit and a Windsor tie always
tied Jut so, registered at the Alvarado the name of "Ueo. H. Brocke,
Denver."
He said that he had been editing
a paper In Arizona, but had tired of
the life of a scribe arid thought that
the Insurance Held called him. He
was promised a Job by a local agent
and was to go to work New Year's
day. It was the man who promised
him the Job that saved Mr. Brocke
from going to Jail, and who Is out
a week's board.
On Saturday Mr. Brocke dropped
into tne clothing store of the E. L.
Co., and selected some
Washburn
furnishing goods and a suit of
clothes. He left the suit to have it
pressed.
He was very particular
that the sleeves and trouser' legs
were creased.
Last evening a few minutes before
o'clock he rushed into the
store for the suit, and on receiving
It tendered a check
payment.
In
The name on the check was not
Brocke but J. E. Homer. However,
the clerk at the Washburn store did
not know that the man had another
name, so the check was accepted.
It was made In favor of the E. L.
Washtburn Co., and drawn on Mr.
Homer's personal account, at the
Hank of Commerce. The man had
no more than left the office when
the Bank ot Commerce was' 'called
up and it was ascertained that; J. E.
Homer had no account there.
Officer Babbitt was summoned and
within fifteen minutes
Mr.
Homer
alias Brocke was onenlna: his room.
No. 67, to the officer. The bundle
containing the suit had not been unwrapped and it w as the only thing
in the room.
i
The hotel management was In- -'
fornved of the bad check
episode.
Brocke alias Homer was searched
and one penny was found way down
deep in a trouser pocket. The Insurance man came to his assistance,
by paying the bill at the Alvarado.
The Washburn Co., refused to prosecute him and It is believed that
Homer alia 'Brocke left tuwn on au
early train last night

of

I

is out

d,
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For Cliristmas

ALBERT FABER

We have removed from our safes, refinished
and placed on sale a fine collection of

Unredeemed Pledges
'

Almost

Lbhk

any IStyleofSJewelnrllirauCiuaywlsb, gwifhZorlwlthout

DIAMONDS

-

'

Consisting oC

WITH AMPTJS MEANS

lUNOS. WATCHES,

HIIACKIETS. STVDS. SCARF PINS.
MATCH HOXEN, BIHHX'IIKH, EOHS, WATCH CHAINS.
lOCKETS. CI FF I1ITTTOXH.
KECK CHAINS AND
IN LARGE VARIETY.
OTHER. JEWELRY
WE GET THESE GOOIS ON LOANS, AT LESS
THAN THEIR REAL VALl'E, AND YOU GET THE
BENEFIT BY BUYING OF US.

'

I

' "

ANO GAMBLING

WILL

CAPITAL.

'

'

M."

.... .S150.000.00

'

'

Officers and Directors!
SOLOMON

W.

LUNA, President.

W. 8. STRICKLER,

W. jr. JOHNSON,

Vic

President and Caahfa.
WILLIAM McINTOSH,

AmlRtaat

1

25 PIANOS

THE

--

O. E. CROMWELL.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

We will reduce our large stock of

Oaabtaa-- .

J. C. BALDRXDGE.

A. M. BLACKWELL

LumDsr, Glass, Cement and

Pianos by quoting Bargain Prices
from noW? until January 1 , 1908

inumuni

i

.

UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NETf ACCOUNTS.

owm':
IAN
Phone
Central
114

AJTD

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Come early, Select your Xmas Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

452

-

'

.

r

.

,

T

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

Flst and Marquette

R3X

-

Fllatkota

AlScqoerqwe, New Mexico

GIVE US A CHANCE

BE NG MORE

figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock of dry sprue
dimension on hand. Why not bay,
the best when It la Juet a ebeapr
It will pay you to look Into this.
To

Proprietors of the Games of
Chance Will Obey the
Letter of the Law.

ii

MINER

At midnight tonight.
the anti- gambling law ptuwed by the last leg
islature win go into effect and
gambling will be a thing of
unique feature to the ilrnt hour of
1
past,
)
the
in New Mexico.
Richard Cole, who has been mining
In the Bromide district tor the last
will mark an era in ilia nroa--It
eight years, and who has had charge reus of the territory
will add a
of the Sardine and Strawberry groups me new yeai- - ISO. and
- '
1 Chickerlnc Brothera regular 1550, left for sale by party leaving
of claims for a number of year
'Hundreds
men
of
who havV"Yitver
morn- frequented
committed suicide Thursday
Albuquerque, beautiful oak cae
... (360
the
games
haunts
of
the
ing by shooting himself near the of chance
and hundred who have
heart. He died an hour later. He will visit them,
tonight and risk a!
';'
was a bright mining man
In
the
throw on the turn of a dice, the
prime of life and lived at Tusas, a laot
1 Schiller new case,. only damaged In shipping, regular price $350,
of
fall
the
spinning
little
In'
ball
the
small settlement ten miles west of roulette wheel or on
claim now pending with railroad company, see and have It, $340
the cards of
Tres IPedras, Taos county. He was iaro
1 Oliver, Walnut cage, regular $300, special
or of keno.
$225
conscious after the shooting and said
1 Starr at rent, you know the make
Twenty tables of various gaimblt
$270
that he alone was to blame for the games
1
go
special,
regular
bargain
$300,
Howard,
will
at
out of commission
rash act. About two years a"?o (n
$110
1 Square Piano, worth $85. special (we need the room)
explosion In the Strawberry
mine and sixty men, gamblers by profes$&o
1 Organ, worth-$86- .
many
caused almost total blindness of both sion and not a bud lot of fellows at
special $55.
And
other bargain.
eyes but he recovered sufficiently to that, will be out of employment In
you
buy
to
Remember
don't have
and it will be a pleasure to
resume his work. He was discour- Albuquerque.
show you our pianos.
That Is why w'e say it will pay you to inaged over his poor eyesight and
A similar condition will prevail all
vestigate..
drank excessively. His troubles fin over New Mexico. The offlcera everyTo cash buyers, ten per cent discount for cash.
ally led to the taking of his own life. where have been Instructed to an- -j
To those making large monthly payments or
good payment
force the law.
They will not he'
down we will offer a discount from above prices.
needed. The men who operate the
games
will
obey
the
(several
CONTINUE
law.
Will
In talking machines we have $1,000 Invested.' Call and hear
f them have already closed for good
Caruso and the world's greatest singers.
Victors and Edlsons In
In anticipation of the new year and
You know the prices. We will sell one to you on monthly
atock.
Its changed conditions.
Nearly all
paymenta.
oi xne game keepers In Albuquerque
nave arranged for the diapoaai of
gaming outfit.
E.. J. Strong, who bought the New ineir
'Many of the kuight of the green
In Guitars and Mandolins we can show you
or more Ideal
comer bankrupt stock, haa
cloth will enter other pursuits and
presents for Christmaa and New Year.
i
tne building (next door to the oon remain in .New Mexico.
A number
office) and will continue the bual nave already left while other will
:' ',
per cent discount
33
Dean.
go soon.
Mr. Strong:
a solendld
has
had
are
twenty
there
about
Look
the prices and examine them; you never had a bigger
at
gaming
trad- - up to the present,
and haa uuuua
m
Aiouquerque nearly all
opportunity to buy something of value at so little money.
Don't
cleaned up the stock, so that what la owned by Central
avenue saloon
mlsa It
now lfl of the old bankrupt stock nwn.
ne
owners
to
stated
Citi
a
i
special
prices
Rolls,
60c
to
from
25
Music
$5.00,
per
every
is nrsi ciaas in
cent disparticular; yet eu reporter
that they would
count; of course, you can afford to buy now.
the marked down prices will continue ODey me law today
promptly
con
uruti it la an finally cleaned out New acientiousiy a they have and
one
la
more
we
say
There
to
Just
word
have
and that la, call
generally
stock la earning- In; and- Mr. Strong-Intend- uunc in iiie jasi.
and Investigate our exceptional valuea.
to keep a first clana book and
With all the gaming that ha been
stationery store; containing all the
In New Mexico, the game
new and standard books, a full and conducted
Keepers
have stood In nearly every
complete line ot blank books of all
mw
kinds; a full line of stationery and iaw asiirn was. anu oraer under the
supplies of all kinds; sporting goods,
Played falrlv and won mnA
l.'iiiher go oil, Including ladies' pock- - luBtinry
with their patrons
the
eiDooKs ana gentlemen a card cases. tasnion or the game they after
conducted
cutlery, including Claus Shears, scis
passing
With
In
the
of
eamblinar
sors and razors. A complete Una of New Mexico tonight,
there also goea
fountain fens. (The large bankrupt the lat trace of the
historic old
Established 1900
stock of Fountain Pena is being sold frontier daVS Of Which ffamhilnir
wna
at from 25 per cent to 35 per cent the
last survivor.
prices).
discount irom tne regular
New Mexico has forged Kteadliv to
Magazine and dally papers will also
front and on the eve of her
be one of the regular lines. A num- the
greatest
fight for statehood.
h
ber of framed and unframed
olc- the last trace of her old gKXIXriTTTIXHrXlXTXXimxi IXXXXTTTXTTTTttttt. )Tti.
tures at bargain prices are also on aoonsned
existence. To the many people who
sale.
will sit up until the stroke of the
iMr. Strong desires to express to his
clock announce
coming of the
patrons his appreciation
and
of their new year tonight, the
there will coma
buxlneag In the past two months and only
memory
the
of the days In New
solicit their further favors.
Mexico when money was won and
green clothed
across
.!.
New Fainltarr, Matresses and Cushions Made to
Take (some r!Tat!e and safe dl lotThe men the
have conducted the
genant like KODOL for Dyspepsia. game have who
part
been
a
comof
our
Order. AH kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.
Is
remedy
Kl'DOL
the best
known
life for many year and they
today for heart burn, belchlno- and munity
have
their
friends
and
homes
and
s'l troubles arising from a disordered other ties. It is hoped that as rrwiy
digestion. It Is pleasant to take of them as may, will find occupa.
First Class Work Guaranteed
and afford relief promptly.
Bold tion that will keep them in the terriby J. H. O'RIeily.
tory and in a leas hazardous bul- neiw than the great game of chance
Ca.l for gunny seeks, all a
wnic-will be known no mora in
524 West Central - J
MM gnu Mill rail fur tiieiu. I'lmnn 1ft.
Teletihona 307
he eouthweA after the stroke of
E. W. l ev, 60a-6South Elrt St.
twelve tonight,
LaxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxTxxxxxx
1

RIO GRANDE LUMBER
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The Whitson Music Co

LOOK!

ail

A

MethdrlNt

Minister Recommends
Uougb itemed.
utuunocnaui's
.
Rev. James A. Lewli,
a,
Mi
lac
Pastor
Minn.. M. C. Church.
We have
used
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy In our home for seven
years, and It has always proved U
be a reliable remedyWe have
round that It would do mors than
lue manufacturers claim for It II
is eeptclaly good for croup and
whooping cough.
IWMB EXFIXDKD
Persons

him UW I M

IV EXCHANGE
Injured

mjmhI

to

Suppose

Manip-

ulate Currency.
Rome, Dec. 81. A dynamite bomb
was exploded In the stock exchange
of this city today.
Eighteen persons were wounded.
It is supposed the bomb was
thrown win the intention of preventing the customary end of the
month liquidation.

I

To Cure a Cold In One Day.
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
muieis. uruggists rerund money li
It falls to cure. E. W. OROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.
Best remedy for morwer to use !
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as mable sugar.
It contains no opiates. Sold by J. 11.
O'Rlelly.
IA specific
for pain Dr. Thomas'
Eclectrle Oil, strongest, cheapest lln- nueiii ever aevisea. A household
remedy In America for 26 years.
If you want anything on earth, yoa
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening C'ltlxen. Ws get re- -.
,

L.

.111

ESTABLISHED 1883

Representatives of the Only

i

CtilCKERING PIANO

.

Eyerett, BaumeUter, Kimball, Harvard,

Schaeffer, Straube.

Interior Piano Players. Kimball. Marshall.
Wendell
Edison Talking Machine
Call and
Evenings
.,

ASK US ABOUT IT

Shet

H..r

Music

vi,..

our New Rec
,

Talk'nf

.

'

M'Ch,B-O- pen

Plane Tuninv

ed

,

13

FOR CHRIST MAQ

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will teU
you how you can make lather
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed, t
correctly.

Learnard & Lindermann

to-fi-

EXAMINATION FREE

The Square Music Dealers
206 West Gold Ave.

UABINEf MAKING

a.

p.

X

2

2W F ine Wines, Liquors & Cigars

West Central Ave.

2 Free Lunch Day and Night

H.
115

I

(J

lasff

He Samuels,

aVaf

8

Prop

C0f00OeXOOf0Oex3so
DR. C. H. CONNMR

orrorATMio physician and
muitamoN
All Curmttlm Ds
Vrsfaf.
Mo Chmrf lor

ANDERSON & SCHICK

iinnniTT.

nhhvJ

ho

S

1

Furniture Packing
ixtt

1H West Central.
PHONE i5.

oeOawe3o0oeooeofK)e)e

UPHOLSTERING

v

Carries, Oph. D.

C. H.

Conultmt.on.

3

T. Armljo Building

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
623-2- $

W.

MatUitcol

TUt-ra- s

Pltoue 5$

Bra., Props.

i
sr?w

r

SUCCESSES

FAILURES

OF

BS

S

him to be one. The brokt-- r doesn't
go looking for another sucker when
FIGHTER
he already has one on the string. ENGLISH
He Immediately plans to land tht
sucker he has. He soon receives a
letter from a city a few hundred or
AFTER ABE'S TITLE
a thousand miles away, from a man
who Is looking for Just such u proposition ns the prospector offers. And
the broker wants money to go to
see that man and close the
deal.
San Francisco, lvc. SI. There la
This is only one of dozen
of little betting as yet on the Moran
chetnes that will be attempted.
If Attell go. itoth featherweights seem
the prospector bites, he is slnply to be very much In the same class,

out the money.
Another scheme Js to persimde the
prospector to have his stock
We will suppose the prospector has an exceptionally
good
property and wants to raise $100,-00.The broker will Inform him
that his proposition Is a fine one
and that they will raise the money
Insl.le of thirty days. Then as the
delighted proppector Is about
to
leave the office, satisfied that he has
found the right man and that he
will soon have his property placed,
the broker will say: "By the .way,
Mr. Prospector, what arrangements
hrve you made to have your stock
guaranteed?" The prospector does
not understand and the broker explains that modern methods de
mand that all stock be guaranteed;
that you can't sell a share of s' ok
mese aaya unless it is. A guarau
tee company guarantees
the nav
ment of the principal In a certain
number of years and the stock Is
ii. us as safe as a government hnn.t.
Receiving the proper
directions,
me prospector goes to an office of
one or the guarantee
companies
i run in imitation
of legitimate fiduciary or guarantee Institutions) mil
explains to the dignified president
o1.
that company the object of his
isu. -- very well," says that official,
"we will accept your risk. W. will
i;ue bonds against your stock as
soin. you to pay us an advance fee
guar-sntf-e-

Mining
Men Are Misled.
Mot prospectors work away by
mselVM,
depending: wholly on
their own resourced. Needing fund

for necesuwry living expennex, they
Kct work for a month or two In a
neighboring mine, or do representing fur some one who needs to hire
It dune. In tunneling1, the prospec-

tor does not work at a disadvantage
when alone, but In shaft work It Is
different; and jet some prospectors
have been known to sink a shsft
100 feet unaided. Occasionally there

change
Is a prospector who
will
work with a neighbor a favorite

farming communities, but
rarely followed by prospectors. Pre
suinably each prospector thinks the
work he la doing at the time of such
Importance, and that he I'
icret
nenr the recusation
of his hopes
that he does not feel justified In going Just then to help his neighbor.
Some prospectors, however, realise that they could work to better
advantage and do the work they
think should be done If they had
more capital.
Then the question
rises as to the best way of securing
Many
big
it.
mines are capitalised
at enormous sums and their slock
ells above par. The property
of
the prospector inn t a big mine just
yet. but it la going to be In a few
weeks. He forms a company with
a capital, on paper, of 11.000,000,
or more, and starts out to sell stock.
In a majority of Instances he is able
to sell enough to pay the expense of
Incorporating, but somehow he never seems to be able to sell enough to
Ret any money to speak of to put
into the prospect. He can make an
occasional sale, but the result Is not
with the effort.
In
fonimensurate
ther words, he learns that he could
do 100 feet of development on his
own property with less work than
he would put in selling stock to get
the money with which to hire It
done.
In a new country there are always
more opportunities
than there Is
available capital for their development. In older settled sections the
reverse is true, and there is plenty
of money If one can only succeed in
enlisting it. Knowing this, a prospector endeavors to get action on
persons at a distance by correspondence.
He succeeds In Interesting
a man of means, with some hope of
netting him to put up, when the
capitalist, with customary business
prudence, concludes to make inquiries as to the standing of the prospector with whom he Is in correspondence.
He asks his banker to
find out about him. The banker
makes inquiries at the home of the
prospector, ascertains that he is
honest,
has no means
to speak of, but is believed to have
line prospects. There the matter
drops. The minute the capitalist
finds he Is dealing with a man without capital he crawls into his shell
and is ajt dumb as an oyster. The
tact that the prospector is without
means has nothing whatever to do
with the merits of the case, tells
nothing about whether the prospect
and the proposition are good, or othsays to
erwise: but the capitalist
himself,
"Just as I expected a
schemer trying to get hold of my
money," and there the matter ends!
dialling to aecure results by correspondence, the prospector concludes
to move on to the ground In person. He makes a pilgrimage to a
large city. There are millions In
such places, he thinks, just waiting
the golden opportunities offered by
Just such propositions as his. There
is a mistaken Impression that the
big cities are the storehouses of the
wealth from which we draw the
funds for the development of outside
ectlons. But the reverse is true.
The large city la the vortex In which
4s swallowed up the wealth
produced on the outside. The man who
lias made his wealth elsewhere
moves to the city, where he will
have more opportunities to spend It.
The prospector, the Invent.- - and
others in need, of financial aid go to
Mhe large city and in the small sums
ttwy spend contribute their mite toward keeping the place alive.
The prospector In a large city
naturally seeks a mining broker,
one in touch with men who have
money to put Into good things. Of
:theae he will find three kinds. One
will
help raise what money he
needs, but will require some cash
down for advertising and other
The prospector should not
have anything to do with him.
Number t will not ask any money
down. He is perfectly willing to
take his commission out of any
money he raises, but the prospector
doesn't want any business relations
3
with him either. Number
will
to have hla
wish the prospector
etock guaranteed.
It is well to steer
clear of him.
Mow. brokers in large cities are
They never do
fishers for suckers.
busings on legitimate lines. There
In
people
ene two kinds of
the
world. One is naturally susplcloua,
as the successful banker, who treats
everyone as if he were a scoundrel
until he is sure of the contrary and
then watches bis man for the least
Indication of his going wrong. The
other ta the man who has faith In
his fallows. This Is the sucker, and
the suckers are the bone and sinew
of the country. Now the prospector
belongs in the sucker class, though
he may not think so. He goes to a
broker in a large city and the broker izes him up in a few minutes'
The broker will take
conversation.
Certainly.
hold of his proposition.
Hut does he ever raise any money
Never. He
fur
the prospector?
doesn't Intend to. He has schemes
of his own, where all the money
goes into his own pocket. Will he
do tlifc same work for the prospector
for a small commission T The prospector should, not for one moment
Then why does
no delude himself.
the broker take hold of the propoat all? For two reasons
sition
tlr.-it- ,
the prospector in his enthusiasm may tin ,i sucker. In the city
. tli.it the broker h
been urable to
reach, and the broker will thus
acquainted with them, so that
lw. in iy get in his work on them
after the prospector leaves: or, If
the prospector makes a sale, the
broker will come ill for a commiswithout being out anv work;
sion
,
nr
the broker knows the
Is a sucker.
The tact that
prospect
proves
f.iith in his
Jit
In

hard-workin- g,

j
i
j

f

!

'

tei-oud-

d.

pros-pfct't-

)

i.

X

their lanj and
property from the market during the progress f the deep well
test, which Is.heln.r made.
This valley has surrounding it a
splendid
which would
watershed
furi.lsh a great quantity
of water
should the right strata be found underlying to hold the mountain drainage. Hhould a good flow of water be
struck as Is confidently believed,
property values would be quadrupled
In this valley.
W. J. Hlttsnn has been elected
Relieves Colds by vorktng them out
president of the Quay County Sav- of
the system through a copious and
ings bank nt Tucumearl. N. M. Mr.
healthy action of the bowels.
Hittson Is vice president of the
Saving pank.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
Ituslness enterprises which are Intended to fill long felt needs of this mucous membranes of the throat, chest
community have been hindered from and bronchial tubes.
entering the field for want of stilt-abbuildings. It has been practically
"As pleasant to the taste
Impossible to rent a suitable store
as Maple Sugar"
building here. The Estancla Fteam
Ijaundry, which has had Its machinery here for months, anu has been
unable to find a building large
KIDNEYS T.7
For BACKACHE-WE- AK
enough for Its use has been completed to commence the construction of DtWltlt Kllnst
Bladta Pllli-S- iiri
ud Sifi
Its own building. The building Is to
CO.
J. n. O'RIF.MW
be located across from the postoffice
on North Fifth street.
The firm of
Smith and Cramer wl'i give this
place an up to date steam laundry.
They expect now to be In operation
by the second week of January.
John W. :orbetl. IT. S. court commissioner at this place, Is In Albuquerque with a delegation from the
Mountainair
Commercial
club to NEW
YEAR'S JANUARY I
meet the committee of the
iKynod.
having In charge the
location of the Presbyterian hospital.
Matinee and Night
Mountainair has many advantages,
both as to climate and geographical
location and the entire Estancla valley Is Interested In securing this InstiTlie Muwlcnl Event of the Season
tution for the "Ozone City."
"holders withdrawing

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

tow-- i
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INTEREST

A Hard Debt to ray.
owe a debt of gratitude

"I

214 N, Second, Albuquerque

FEATHER

Santa Fe
Route

Reginald DeKoven.
Music
Book Charles Klein.
Lyrics Chas. Emerson Cook.
Special Orchestra.
Direction of Jos. M. Gattes.

Offers the

COLLEGE

TO PECOS VALLEY POINTS

palny by

PIUCFX

of OJo Callente,

Taos county; Trancito
llapham, Union county. Komero, of
Artk-.e-

of Incorporation.

e

SKATS OX

follOWl 1117 AflioUa
DOratiOts hflVA liaan AIUJ

I
at.- - . ..i .
Secretary Nathan Jaf- -

of Territorlai

cipal place of business at Plateau.
Kooeevelt county. Territorial agent.
stock. $3,000,
divided into sixty
shares of the tar value of $50 each.
Object, establishing townalte. Period
of exUtence. fifty years. Incorporators, J. L,. Monroe. V. U Monroe. O.
E. Monroe, W. J. Hobson, Le
A.
B' D' Ryner. W. W. Mills.
J1"01
T- - HarvcyAlbert Harvey, n K.
nn,BT-K',N'orrl' I?- P. White
all of Plateau, and
J. A. Ward, of Ellda.
a

riMSfS?

OFFN-- B

n,

M.

O'CIX'K AT

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

Hogageoient

OWBN MORAN
i?dwwltn FranKi Nell. Moran has
the best of it. Moran put Nell out
sixteen rounds and the best that At-in
tell could get in his fight with Nell
was a decision after going twenty
rounds.
iBig Jim Jeffries will
the
nght and it is expected referee
that before
he calls the little fellows from their
corners that he will either
n.
nounee his retirement from the ring
or anounee that he is ready to ac- cnauenges rrom tne world.
BORING

FOR

ARTESIAN.

Under the (Management of

WAUUai

V. LiAWRIONCU

In

T. E. PURDY, Agent

)

J. D. EakJn, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

I

Seats on sale at Matson's
Book Store

oooocoooccoo

CRYSTAL THEATRE

1Q

GENERAL

and

Chaa.. Mellnt, Secretary
O. Baohechi,

Treaaur.r.

If

Consolidated Liquor Company
StKIJXI

Successors to
and IJACIIIXOU Jt CIOMI
WMOLKmALM OULCM $M
A EAKIX,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

120 W. Geld. Avenue

W

ADMISSION

CKNT8

In stoek t outfit tbi
kpmostmvrythlnq
fattldlou bar tomplitt

PP't

eclulv agents In Ue SouUiweHt for Joa. S.
'"l?1
l1.?.
p
Uillts. Win.
and SU Louia A. 1J. C.
Yeileetnne
fJreon Itlver, V. H. Mo Brayer'a il,xr Brook,Breweries:HonterT
Monurtls and other brands of wtUxkJefl too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
T?n. the ira'ht article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Slates. Call and inspect
our block and prices, or write for Illustrated Cataiogue and Pric.
Ix-ni-

Cleopatra

production,
aerate
A sumotuoufl
AT ESTANCIA new and novel pleotrioal effeetM, a
and Imllet of unuraiaJ aurao
Uvenei, beautifully costumed, will
Lend to make tliin eneajtement one
rrofMTtjr Ownera Watch ProoNa
of of the inoMt substantial offerings of
Ttx
With Flowing Well Val-ue- a
the year.
Would Go Cp.
Curtain at 8:30. lWtively no One
Seated Imring- an Act.
Estancla. N. M.. Dec. .11
An
vl. SKATS ON RVLK MONDAY, JAN. 6.
dence of the confidence of the people of this section that artesian, water
is one of the resources of this val lev
is shown by many of the property PRICES $1.50, $1.00,
WATER

-

75c

2
.

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

tata

Moving Pictures
AND

Illustrated Songs
One

urday and Sunday.
Two ehowg every night
Ladiee Souvenir
Matlneni
Every
Tuesday and Friday.
ClUIdrena Candy Matinee Saturday.
ChanflTA of crommi ThllraAnv mnA
Mondays.
A few choice front seaU at 20

cent.

Ufbe

i

HHsWWsanHB

how every afternoon.

BUILDERS'
ter.
Etc.,

J.

FIRT

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherwin-WilliaPaint None
Building Paper, Plaster, Ldine, Cement, GUas, Saab, Doors,

Etc

C. BAL BRIDGE

Bet-

Etc.

423 South First

NATIONAL BANK
OF

Albuquerque. New Mexico

DECEMBER 3, 1907.

United States Depository

RESOURCES.!
Loan
$515,750.77
United Stat. Bond
105,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vault., etc
5,489.91
Cah
216,518.88
$879,509.56

CALL FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

a Notable Revival of

Antony

STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF

TO
Denver, Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago.
Finest Equipped Train in the United States.

$1.00, 75c, 50c.

of the Eminent Actor

CHARLES B. HANFORD

i

PRICES NEVER VARY

7th

TUESDAY, JANUARY

11

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED

By Clarence Bennett,
author of "The Holy City"
A story of the days when
knighthood was in flower in
Old Mexico.

K.LK SATURDAY, JAN.
MATRON'S.

-

Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Washington. D. C, Dec. S. 107
Sealed
Proposals plainly marked on the
outside of the fealed envelope. "Proposals for Office Building, Santa
New Mex." and addressed to Fe.
the
Commissioner
of Indian
Affairs.
Washington D. C., will
be received
at the Indian Office until t o'clock
Jan'
1908' for furnishing
ttJ" ece,S8ary
materials and labor to
L?
.u!f,ruct &ni complete
an
at the
Fe School"
n. Mex.. in strictSant
accordance
with
and Instructions
ahreClfle5.tlonamay
b6
'"mined
at this office,Wch
the offices of "The
Cltt-seAlbuquerque, N. Mex..
New Mexican ' Santa Fe. N. "The
the Builders'
and Traders'
Exchanges at Omaha.
Nebr.. St. Paul
Vor!h.an,a MlnneP'l. Minn.; the
Northwestern
Manufacturers'
fSt. Paul
Vlln . . i C.
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, I1L
Omaha Nebr.. St.
Mo, New
York, N. y.. and at Iuls.
schooi Fo
further information the
apply to C J
Ciandall, Supt., Santa Fe
New
Mex.
C. F. IjARRABBE,
Acting
Commissioner.

Royal
Slave

S1.50. Boxes $2

Sl.OO,

4tb AT 8

-

hi'

75c

Cut-O-ff

Through Daily Train, leaving Albuquerque
7:05 a. m., arriving Roswdl 9:40 p. m., Arma-rill- o
J 0:45 p. m.

A

One Yemr in New York
Four Monti is J n Boston.
live Months lu ClikMro,

!.

Bel en and

Clarence Bennett's
Superb Scenic Production

com- -

Exactly as Presented

MAnERS

VIA:

Saturday. Jan. 4

George Ade

XoturU
PubUc Appoluu!.
ViatfA Kaan
The foil (twiner
oluuimiii
ea om not apI "o nnhiu wen
k..

The

Elks'Theatre

WIDOW
1

DEPOSITS

Satisfaction Guaranteed

HENRY W. SAVAGE

The original number

SAVINGS

We will Call for and Deliver Your H orse

f

RED

dxl

JANUARY

ON

And company of Seventy In
The Aristocrat of Comic OOpera.

ELKS THEATER
MONDAY,

ALLOWED

Phone 878

Cheridah Simpson

thst

can never be paid off." writes O. 8.
Clark, of Wejitfleld, Iowa, for my
rescue from death, by Dr. . King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
llrst bottle used, and two more bottles made a complete cure." Nothing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and alt throat and
lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
all druggists, 60c and $1.00. Trial
bottes free.

territoWml

C. A. Hernandez,

MEXICO

HORSESHOEING

,

curry:

New

CspUai end surplus, $iou,ooo

'

Prest-y-teria-

This overslzes the prospector's
rue. xie nas only JMIU spare cash.
The president suggests that as the
orcaer win make a liberal commission out of the deal he might put up
the other $500. The prospector telephones the broker, who promptly
,r l" put up one-na- ir
the fee,
The broker gives the nrnsneetor
worthless check for $500. which he
pays with $500 of hip own money
Into the hands of the
"guarantee
company." The company Issues a
certificate to deliver the bonds as
called for but no call Is ever made,
betause the broker never sells any
stock.
The prospector
Is
strung
along, as it Is called, being fed on
promises, until he realizes that he
nhs wen Tincoea and
pulls out
y
The broker and the "guarantee-compandivide the $500 and fish for
other suckers. One of these InstituABB ATTELL
tions doing; business In Chicago some
years ago. was raided by the special and the "wise" ones have not enl
police and It was found by
books lected sufficient information to war
that it had taken In $38,500 Its
and had rant them Investing any monev.
only paid out $500.
Both men are said to be in the
nnest condition.
Both oult hard
training yesterday and are tapering
Ho Fought at aettrsnunr.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. T, on wun snort sprints and dieting,
considering the capability
of tka
Joot at ettysburg, writes: two
ngnters from the experience each
Electric Bitters
have done me more
food than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had
trouble, and paid out much stomach
money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters.
I
would not take $500 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonlo for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body
sure cure for lame Dack anabuilder:
weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by - alt druggists. 50c

OFFICIAL

107.

wommKmrnhuejuyrsu

Elks' Theater

f

,"'

-

31.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

It

Children .Like

I

I)F.C.

TCESDAY.

le

i,uuu.

OI

CTTTZKT

la

0.

Story Told by Man With

plnn

ETEMSa

ALBUQUERQUE

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

LIABILITIES.

Capital St ock
Profit
Circulating Currency
Deposits

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, J 907

$ 00,000.00
1

'

.'

33,940.23
100,000.00
645,569.33

$879,509.56

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts
$1,T4,S19.
Bonds, Securities and Real Estate..
11,293.71
U. 8. Bonds
308,000. 00
Exchange
485.114. 40
Cash la Vault
I84.IS1.61
1.117.4(1.91
Totals

$3,005,90.3

LIABILITIES

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

Totals

.$ 252,653.03
300,000.00
. 1.553.037.60

3,005.80.a
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CLASSIFIED AD

834,210,887

Annual Report a Most Remarkable FiStagger
nancial Statement-Figur- es
Power of Comprehension-Pro- fit
Enormous.

.
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STOCK EARNS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

of

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

the Union Pacific railroad have sent to shareholders complete coplea of the annual report of
the company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1907.
In the report the officials of the
road have presented one of the moBt
Important financial documents that
has appeared during the current year
because of the greatly Increased volume of Information given to the
public, especially concerning matters
Officials

CITIZEN,

EVENING

ALBTJQ tTERQyE

107

eomonnles. (not including, however,
any securities of the Union Pacific
system or any of its proprietary com FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
par vaiue;
board in the Highlands. 115 East
panies) of 173,241,000
of these
Central.
and approximately one-ha- lf
consists of bonds.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnbhed
In other words the total of the serooms, modern. 309 h West cencurities in the Union Pacific treas
tral avenue.
ury, at the present time, excluding FOR KB.M Furnished rooms for
securities of the Union Pacific it
Apply at iu
light housekeeping.
self and proprietary companies, has
East Coal avenue.
a value today of approximately
FOR KENT Minneapolis. 624 So.
13imi.000.000.
JSecond St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinThe report cites the fact that the
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
year in question closes a de
In city.
cade of the company's operations
modern
RHNT
since reorganisation and points to the FOR
frame house, furnished. 316 omn
fact that its grosis receipts have in0
South
Broadway.
at
Call
to $87.
creased from 333.281.125
31 roadway.
its surplus ror
474. 7C. and that
dividend s has been multiplied by FOR RENT Threa rooms si 208
four, showing an Increase from
South Third, near corner or uoia
to $38,176,920 and states thatavenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
experiod
in this
there has Seen
Roma avenue and Fifth street.
on
Dended
the Union Pacific for
Houses, lots and ranches for sale,
chances in line, eaulpment. Improv
close In. E. H. Dunbar, Gold aveing trades. etc.. $104,427,986, and
nue and Third street.
lines
properties
and
for terminal
now In course of construction $26,- FOR SALE
12.601: or $130,640,687 in all.
Viewed as a whole this report
does not merely tax the powers of
In the
comprehension of the ordinary in FR RALK Best corner lot
highlands. Easy terms. 216 west
dividual. In the story which it tells
Gold.
of $116,000,000 of profits in the past
decade over and above all the mil FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 K. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
lions of profits which have been dis
tributed to the stockholders; of the I Fineron.
treasury which holds $300,000,000 of for" SALE New
modern
securities In other railroads which
house on south Edith. A bargain.
are yielding the Union Pacific over
Co., 216 west Gold.
Porterfleld
816.000,000 per annum; of the prop
block;
SALE Good business
erty which is paying 10 per cent FOR
for some one.
fine Investment
dividends on $195,477,900 of common
Gold
west
216
(Porterfleld
Co.,
stock and earning upwards of 20
per cent thereon the thoughtful FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey tor $1; 60 pound can for $5.
student of American finance who re
Order By postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
calls the Union Pacific of a decade
Box 202, Afb uquerque, N. M.
ago, and has watched railroad de
velopment in this country in recent FOR SALE A orand new Stevens
years, will find in this story an array
single barrel shot gun, never nrea.
A high grade and strictly up to
of facU and flgUres which will wen- nlgh staKger the imagination
dote gun. Inquire at The Citizen

WANTED

Washwoman.

Apply

Cit- -

luen office.

Wanted a

house of about
reasonably
furnished,
Address "E. M.," care
good"

4 rooms,
close in.
Citlsen.
WANTED To make your old hats
and clothes look like new, in the
Phone
car, west Gold avenue.

680.

PERSONAL

ritOrEUTT 1.0.1X3

MONEY to
On

LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,

Wagons and other Chsttels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Losns are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and. 4, Grant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Famine. .

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

CARDS

W. 31. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic I'liyslclan and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Itnllding.
B.VSI BROOK BROS.
Telephone 8H6.
rhone 600.
113 John Si,
Waddle horses a specialty.
best
F.
In
city.
DR.
J. I'ATCIUX
drivers
Proprietors ol
the
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
PliyHMnn ami Surgeon.
Offlew over Vann Drug Store. Of
Y
fice hours
to it a. nv.. 9 to ft. and
7 to 8 p. m. Phone, office 441, res
UP. TO- - DATS BTYLE
idence 6a.
AT COST PRICES
Tailoring ana
DR. R. I IICST
Oremaklng
Ili)rlcian and Surgeon.
7. N. T. ArmUo Bulldlnac.
Rooms 0

Highland livery

'

MILLINER

which heretofore 4 ave not been givgoods,
second
WANTED Gents
en In detail.
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
street,
south of
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ern Pacific
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dressand
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FEED AND 1I
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making
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Street. Phone
Pacific company.
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wanted.
This brings the surplus earnings of
DRS. B RON SON A BRONSON
WANTED Stenographers, bookkeepHorses and Mules Rought and Ba
the Union Pacific up to $40,500,000,
ers, salesmen, managers and office
changed.
or 20.7 iper cent on Union Pacific
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Sur
Homcopnthlo
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New
open
positions in
men for
common.
V aim's Drag Store.
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Over
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Mexa,
Mexico,
Art
and
Texas
BEST
IN TUB CIT 9
BARGAINS
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REAL ESTATE
Analysis shows that this result
ico. The
Southwestern
Business
has been accomplished after con628.
Offlcto
Rea
and
rhone,
E. Central Ave.,
association, 203
Second Street between Central) aaA
tinuing the Union Pacific property
Albuquerque, N. M., Phone 267.
Copper Avenue.
on a higher standard of maintenance
any
WANTED--important
wash woman,
Irood
than Is lived up to by
DENTISTS
system
United
in
one who will call for and deliver
Stales.
the
railroad
FOR SALE.
Thfr
A predominant feature of the reclothes, do good work, and do It
every week. Call at 416 West Gold
port is the statement that In the
DR. J. E. CRAFT
New
W
bouse,
room
Six
past ten years the Uniin Pacific has
ALBUQUERQUE
12
11
and
avenue.
between
3,64)0
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Dental Snreery.
earned $11,32,84 of profits over
o'clock.
lot
roof.
Iron
Building,
room
4
abotxs
8,
3
and
Harnett
Rooms
and above all dividend disburse
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
90x400,
Mountain road,
Over O'luellv'a Drug store.
nents.
The Union Pacific's profit
lieu in need of shmIi, door, franns
men. between aces of 21 and 85;
1,500
near our line
'Appointment
nuide by mail.
and loss credit balance as of the
etc. Screen work a specialty.
of good
States,
United
of
citizens
3rd
house,
room
cement
5
744.
Plione
question
amounted
to
in
date
llr-street. Telephone 433.
character and temperate habits,
2.000
ward
In addition to llsa
who can speak, read and write
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of profits havo besn impend
8.
ALGER,
D.
T.
EDMUND
J.
apply
to
English. For Information
MOO
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betterments,
ed for improvements,
Recruiting Officer. 203 E. Central
8 room Tram, 2 lota, close
railroad stocks and other purposes,
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Mexico.
New
8,000
Albuquerque,
Aye.,
in
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1:80 to ft p. m.
?lrne,
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room
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grade
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5
1908,
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office.
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corner
approximately $60 a share on Union
profit.
big
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wait,
capital
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Hire room brick. Fourth
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Pacific common.
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M00
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ward
President E. It. Harrlman, who
Bldg., Chicago
408 Witt Rmllroad Avou
3 lota
Also
$3,000.
Cheap
at
face.
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Attorney at Law.
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were sold under his direction, yieldmodbrick,
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Dealer
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property cheap if taken
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em
Office, First National Bank Building.
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Business
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Place your ordan
and Cigars.
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of
will
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Albuquerque
shops
tow.
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in
barber
modern,
dwelling,
for this line with us.
frame
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W.
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morning
at 11
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close in; two
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bath and electric
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,
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.
.
.
car
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East
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R. H. Sims, proprietor of the Val
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on the proceeds realized, whereas
THIRD
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Office, Cromwell Block,
Central avenue $200 for all three, Nouuiwrmern UuHl,)F,n Association,
ranch of the Pecos, was in Al
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mile) north of town 865
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them.
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buquerque
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!
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per
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It

io romembr some of your friends before Christmas and you
ome present you did not expect. Tou can easily square
yourself by buying; a
!r of our dainty slippers or shoes and sending them a a New Tear's gift.
Or mayhe you were disappointed In getting that pulr of shoes
you had counted on and they came handy for yourself.

or slipper

In either case we are anxloup and able to serve you.

SljlMi Shoes for Men
Neat Slipper for Men

92.00 to $3.00
1.60 to S.00
1.75 to 8.00
2.00 to 4.00
1.00 to 1.50
75 to 2.R0

Handsome, felioca for Women....
OaliMy Prong Slippers for women
tXmvfortable House Slippers for Women
Shoes and Slippers for ClilWren

Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
11. H. Sims, of tha Valley ranch
on the Upper,', Pecos, Is spending a
few days here, with friends.
Some more Kream Klips. Everybody likes them. Richelieu Grocery. Grievance
Committee Beset
The
Brotherhood
of Railroad
by Many Petitions-Prepari- ng
Trainmen, of San Marclnl will give a
grand ball New Tear's night.
Report.
There- will be a German service at
the Lutheran church on New Tear's
day In the morning at 11 o'clock.
Rev. J. Matthlesen, from Helen, will
Vy ft o'clock this evening It will
preach the sermon.
have been positively decided wheth
California Naval Oranges at the er or not Die saloons ot Albuquer
que pay 11,600 annually toward the
Richelieu Grocery.
John Weber, of Toledo. O.. la In support of the city or whether the
the city, having ben called here by license will be lower.
The ciiy council will hold a spec
the illness of his mother, Mrs. J. G.
Weber, who resides on West Iron ial session In ihe office of Clerk Har
ry
F.
at 4 o'clnck this afternoon
avenue.
report of the special
William M. McCoy, of the firm of ti hear the appointed
committee
at a recent
Co., dealers
William McCoy
In meeting
to hear the grievances of
general merchandise at Mountainalr,
high
opposing
the
license and
la in the city attending the Presbyter- those
the arguments of those favoring it.
ian committee meeting.
On the special committee are Al
It doesn't come any better than dermen vtllkerson,
Harrison, Hay
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery. den
and Hanley.
James H. Rhodes, owner of the
The committee held a reception In
largest lumber yard In Mountainalr, the orllce of Alderman Wllkerson in
and also of the only automobile In the' Whiting
block yesterday and
that enterprising city, is In Albu? many visitors were present.
Aquerque In attendance at the meeting lbuquerque Woman's club wasThe
repreof the commission of the Presbyter- sented
by
a delegation and the
ian synod..
wholesale liquor dealers were repre
sented.
Cauliflower, fresh tomatoes and
W. W. Havens, ' superintendent of
head lettuce fres hat the Richelieu
Grocery Co. '
the
league of New Mexico, presented
a lengthy petition
John W. Corbett, a prominent real signed
by
people
favoring the high
etttate dealer of Mountainalr, Is In
Albuquerque today In attendance at license.
A nunnber of ministers were presthe committee meeting of Presbyteran active part In tha
ians who are here to decide upon tha ent and took
'
discussion.
location of the proposed san4tarium
Among
liquor men present
the
for New Mexico.
were President and General Manager
Howard 8. Reed, president of the Ooppleman,
the Albuquerque
United States Rank and Trust com- Brewery and of
Ice company;
Ernest
pany at Manta Fe, has returned to Meyers, of Ernest
Meyers at Co.,
Santa Fe from a trip to Chicago and wholesalers: Henry Loebs and
Al
Lenver. Mrs. Reed did not ac- - Moells, of the Southwestern Brewery
comimny him but remained in Den and Ice company;
of
Eakin,
James
ver to visit relatives.
'Mellnl and
akln, and others.
(Another pretty
wedding which
While none f the aldermen on
took iplace Christmas day occurred the special committee would make a
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John statement this afternoon as to what
Alorrlson, of Aztec.
when their the report bf the committee would
daughter, Miss Bessie Morrison and be, It Is said that the report will be
James Willlaims were united in mar- In favor of The ordinance standing as
riage by Rev., James A. Lewis.
It is. 11, 600. ...
iMIss Mary Allen and Jesxe I.
EI
were . married Christmas
day at the home of the bride's par- LOCATION OF SANITARIUM-Jents, Mr. and Mrs.- J. C. Allen, who
reside near Azteo.
The ceremony
took pluce at 12 o'clock and was wit- UNDECIDED
nessed by a large, number of rela- -'
tives and friends. Rev. M. F.
gates Wcrf
Seven
ofllclated.
Present
Meeting Adjourn' Witlumt MakJudge John R. McFle Is In Albuing IK)ftthn.
querque attending the meeting of the
commission
of
the Presbyterian
The- sanitarium, Committee of the
synod, which was appointed to select Presbyterian,
church, which was sea site for the proposed hospital and lected to
Hnd a loJjitlon for an
sanitarium which will be erected by
, be
to
IVunded by the
the Presbyterians at some point In church, held an fcfl
day session at
New Mexico.
Judge McFle la a the Commercial
building today.
member of the commission.
Seven of the teia nembers of the
In consideration of the representa- committee were X,.sent. The meettion of Mountainalr at the meeting of ing was also attteJjIji by delegations
the committee of Presbyterians here from various cltl.i 3 the territory,
today, it would seem that that city bidding for the 'XaSn ot the Dehas a pretty good show of landing posed institution. liow'ver tn meetthe Important institution. Among the ing closed
la,ie
withdrgates
from Mountainalr are: F. out having made'tvt4 afternoon
location.
M. Hill, J. J. Burke, Dr. C. J. Amble
places
far(the
The
sanitarand Col. John T. Kelly.
ium were Afqunfaie, the Valley
T. Li. Lowe, of Silver City, assist- Ranch, Santa. F6"La.a Vegas, Bllver
ant cashier of the. Silver City Na- City, Alamogorda
and Albuquerque.
tional bank, is m Albuquerque In
Mountainalr hai tUe largest repreattendance at the meeting
' 1
of the sentation present
commission of the Presbyterian synod
meeting was
The date for the
appointed to select a site for the de- not set.
iy
nominational college and sanitarium
for consumptives which will be es- When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidby the church in New ney nerves get weak, tvion these ortabliwhed
Mexico. He will present to the comgans always, fall, tron'j drug
he
mission Silver City's offer to secure stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
the location.
Kidneys. That Is almftly a makeA unique wedding took place yes shift.
Get a prescription known to
terday afternoon In Santa Fe, when Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'i
Miss Pledad Lobato, of Tlerra Ama Restorative.
The Restorative is prenita, Rio Arriba county, and Jose pared expressly for these weak InMarlines Blea, were united In mar side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
riage by Justice of the Peace Jose build them up with Dr. Shoop'g ReMa. Garcia. The wedding is unique storative
tablets or liquid and see
In that Mr. Blea is a prisoner at the how quickly help will come. Free
He Is serv- sample tet sent on request by Dr.
territorial penitentiary.
ing a three years' term for dischargShoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
ing a pistol In a settlement, but has Is surely worth this simple test. 8old
by
dealers.
all
almost served his term and will be
i
released early next summer,
Our shl"t and collar work Is per"I have been somewhat costive, fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is
but Doan's Reguleta gave Just the re- the proper thing. We lead others
sults desired. They act mildljr and follow.
regulate the bowels perfectly." Geo.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
B. Krau.se, 808 Walnut Ave., Altoorta,
Any skin itching Is a temper tester
Pa.
The more you stratch the worse It
Doan's Ointment cures piles,
FFE'S DELICIOUS HOT CHOCO- Itches.
LATE. WALTON'S DRUG STORE. eczema any ' skin Itching. At all
drug Mores.
o
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
DeWitt's little Early Risers are
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder.
8old the best pills made. Sold by J. H.
by J H. O'R'Uiy.
O'RIelly.
Anti-Salo-
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REDUCTION
IN PROPORTION OF

$12 cut to 55
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PATTERN
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HATS

MISS LUTZ

:

tOO South SteottQ
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DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glaw, Clocks, Silverware,
Invite roar trad and guarantee A Square Deal.
.

f000000C00

We

Montezuma
Cleanin g and
Pressing Co.
Most Modern Methods.
First-ClaEquipment.'
Satisfaction or No Money.
ss

210 West Gold
nifTTi

2

COE
Jeweler

m

4

Everything in

m

South

Second

Fine Watch Repairing

ilb
--

nft

j

.

110

THE JEWELRY LINE

Special Shirt Sale

.J"

f
V

1

In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following reductions:)

75 cent Shirts, neat patterns

H

J

--

Wboa yoa doslro Mbtoluto Com- fort la Proporly Flttod CIsmiom
Consult Us.

Second St.

::

J

-

l

LeoselGrlndlsglOona

on Premises

The

50 cents

With two collars to matchj

$1.25 Monarch Shirts

10 Suit

.

107.

31,
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Will PASS

PERSONAL,,,
PA1

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

AmericanCIoa

DAY

AMONG NEARBY

FOOTHILLS
Pay Visit to Petrified Forest
Thursday-Grand- .
Canyon
Friday.
The si'oond day of the meeting of
the Geological twcle.y of America,
which opened In Had ley hall at the
University of New Mexico yesterday
forenoon, is being spent by the scientists among the foothills of the
Manxano and .Sand la mountains..
The excursion is being made in
automobiles and cnrrlagea and a fow
of the more haruy ones had the
temerity
to mount New
Mexico
bronchos. The morning
air was
crutp and bracing when the large
touring car led oft the procession
up university hill and across the mesa
to the mountains. The snow on. the
mountains glistening in the ea. iy sunlight presented a very beautiful curtain of study as they went eastward.
majority of the cars
The route of
lay along the Tijeras canyon road
to . point near Trimble's castle,
where some took the Bear canyon
road to the north, whiie others went
toward Coyote canyon to the south.
Many of nihe geologists took with
them stools and Instruments for the
making of Investigations.
No doubt
many stores gathered today will find
their way Into some of the mostlaboratories of the world.
Off to Arizona..
It Is the plan of the committee
on arrangements to return to the city
tnts evening ana tomorrow night go
to the petrified forest of Atisona.
No doubt many of the visitors will
make a second excursion to the
nearby mountains
again tomorrow,
while others will spend the day In
sightseeing about the city.
The trip to Adamana, where the
party will leave the train for the
petrified forest, will be made on train
No. 1, which, leaves here at 8:16
o clock in the evening.
The special
Pullmans,; which the party will .oc
cupy, wll be stdetroked at Adamana,
When the scientists awake Thursday
morning they will be. looking, out on
tne greatest petrllted forest In the
world.
Where the petrified trees are to
be
and have not been
disturbed, is about six miles from
the railroad.
This distance will be
covered by light wagons, which have
been arranged for. A day will be
spent at Adamana.
On Friday morning the scientists
will awake upon the brink of the
world's grtvstest canyon, the Grand
Canyon of Arlsona. and will be the
guests of the most unique and comfortable hotel in the world., the El
Tovar- Annual Banquet.
The annuaJ banquet of the society
given at the Alvarado last evening
was probably the most pleasur&ble
feature of the meeting. Covers were
laid ror forty persons.. Many New
Mexico, educators not members of
the society were present..
The spread was laid on. a large
rectangular table In the center of
the dining room. Flowers In abundance formed
the decorations.
A
number ot snarkUng tosts marked
the dinner. The party sat down at.
cju o crock ana nnlshea at 9 o'clock.

n HATEFUL

for past pat- ronager and confident for

the future, we wish you one
and all a Happy New Year.

SIMON STERN

',

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

i
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Fine Haviland China
Dinner Sets
?

100 Pieces, only $42.50

found--thickes-

I.

B. CATRON

SUFFERS

54 Pieces, only $22.00

Genuine
Dinner Sets
Semi-Porcela- in

100 Pieces, only $22.05
54 Pieces, only $13.00
9

These Are Exceptionally Good Rates.
Odd Numbers and Beautifully Ornamented Pieces
at Correspondingly Low Rates.

Wagner Hardware Co,
321-32-

Accident Occurred In Califor
nia-F- ell
Under Upset
Wagon.
,
T. B. Catron, the well known attorney of Manta Fe, passed through
the city. last evening on his way to
Santa Fe from a trip to California,
which came near costing him his

MIIOTIA- - J'RFJSJl KfittS, PHONE
FTCK'S

HOMK

West Central

WE GUARANTEE
FII 2,000 Potmds
every ton of coal leaving our yard. and hav always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

i

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Ilard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502

'

Sooth First

M.VDF

CANDIES
WALTON'S IMU'G STOKE.

Company
80 cents

$1.75 Cluett Fine Shirts

$1.25

519 WEST CENTRAL
DISCOUNT CV

$p

T5

PER CENT ON

liiilliW
0

These will be closed out in a
few days, as they are good

values.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
:

119 West Gold

CASH OR INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go
fore lanuary 1st
Complete Lice of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
some Silk Petticoats, Fine Shirt Waists.

Be-

Hand-

..

CALL AND SElToUR NEW STORE

5

1

ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS

119 South Second

S

la

life.
'Mr.

Catron's collar bone is broken
and his body Is .covered with bruises
received In an accident, which occurred at Anglona. Cal., last week.
Mr. Catron was riding in a wagon
with a number of other men looking
at some land In the vicinity of Anglona. when the vehicle turned over
and rolled down an embankment.
The heavy wagon fell on the Suuta
Fe man.
die left the train at the l',et station to get lunch but was so ueak
that he had to be assisted on returning to the train. .
A telephone message from Santa
Fe this afternoon aid thnt Mr. Catron arrived there at noon and had
been taken to his home. The doctors thought it advlible for him to
go to bed.
However, the attending
physician said that his patient would
be able to be at his office within ten
days should no complications set In
the wounds.
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X

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HARD WARE

Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

'

'
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